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Meher Baba

"I have come not to teach but to awaken ■
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A PERFECT MASTER*
By C. B. PURDOM

INTERRUPT the sequence of these articles to relate
something of importance. My object in this series has.

been to give an outline of practical thought and action that
would be of use to those who desire to get rid of the aimless-
ness of their lives. For that reason I have considered the
individual in relation to the actual circumstances of life to
day and have avoided generalizations as much as possible.
When I started, I proposed to draw on my own experience,
using also the knowledge I had of what the philosophers
have said and what religion has taught us. I had not, how-
ever been in personal contact with a great Teacher. I did
not know where such a Teacher was to be found. There
were the books, of course, of Scripture and poetry, and the
wise things that some people of our own time had written;
but there was no one to whom I could have gone, or couldl
have recommended others to go, for wisdom. Now, quite
unexpectedly, and partly as a consequence of what I have-
already written, I have actually met a Teacher, and it is-
about him that I wish to write this week.

What we want, all we modern men and women, is not
sound advice or original ideas or profound thought, but
experience. We want what will help us to live. We do not
want someone who can help us to think more clearly or even;
one who can tell us what to do. We want something done..
We want, exhibited as a reality, the life that we are deeply-
conscious ours ought to be. We want, that is to say, not
an intellectual demonstration of the truth, but the truth
itself. We know what science teaches, or can get that:
knowledge, and we know what the sages say. We do not
need to know any more. We want the evidence of knowledge
put into practice.

It is here that the need of a teacher^ is felt. Only
someone with a consciousness greater than' ours can take
us the necessary step further. The world has always had

* "Literature and Life: A Plan of Life," Everyman, London,
September 24, 1931.



its teachers, of that we can be sure. What the poets and
philosophers have said and the great men of action have done
have not sprung simply from nothing. Our greatest Master
in the West has been Christ. He was more than a teacher,
and I do not dispute that; but a teacher He was. There
have been other lesser teachers among us since. In the
East, which is God-conscious to an extent that is completely
foreign to the West, there has been a number of great
teachers. Buddha was one. There have been others, most
of them unknown. For the Perfect Masters of the spiritual
life do not always show themselves to the world. Theij-
work is done in secret.

I have been brought by what seemed to be chance, but
no doubt deserves some other name, into personal contact
with a Perfect Master from the East. He has come to
Europe because of the grave troubles of the time, and be
cause he has something to do in the crisis upon which
have just entered. He knows that we are ready for a great
spiritual outburst. I said a moment ago that we do
need more knowledge; but there is one knowledge that vv
do need. That is knowledge of God or the ultimate realitA^
In that knowledge everHhing else is contained. If we h h
it, our lives would be lifted to their highest level. Tb
Perfect Masters have that knowledge. The Perfect Mast
of whom I speak has that knowledge. He is a Perfect Mast^^
because he is united with the Unconscious—that is with Goh^

ho(z rAriQn'nii.s knowledp^e of OoH. "hoc .rHe has conscious knowledge of God. He has come to th
West, leaving his seclusion in India to get men and wome
to turn their minds in these times of great anxiety from th
outer world of material things to the inner world of tb
spirit, where all problems of the material world are solved
This Perfect Master arrived in England quietly twelve dav *
ago and went to an isolated place in the country where onl ̂
a'few people know of his presence. The driver of the ta^
which took him through London, said to the friend wh ̂
accompanied him as he received his fare, "That was a
markable gentleman. I felt it was a privilege to drive hitp >»
Yet Shri Sadguru Meher Baba, for that is this Perfect
Master's name, had not spoken a word. In fact, he has not
spoken a word for seven years and does not propose to
speak now.



Meher^^ Baba has not come to this country with
a message or to give lectures, or to found a new sect or
a new religion. There is too much talking, he says, and
there are plenty of religions. He has come to impart his
knowledge of God to those who wish to receive it. His
method is simple. He says to the inquirer, "What I am,
you are." This seems nothing at all; but coming from him
with the unmistakable spiritual certainty that he possesses,
it comes as a shock. What he does is to get the seeker after
truth to look into his own heart to find it. And, what is
more significant, he gives him the power to find' it. For
from Meher Baba there flows power. He has no startling
things to say. All that he does say is communicated by
signs and pointing to letters on a board. It is sufScient to
be in his presence to know the truth. He does not need
to speak: he has the power of truth in him.

In appearance, Meher Baba is rather under medium
height, his skin is not very dark, he has dark brown hair,
which he wears long, and a full moustache. He is thirty-
eight years old. His eyes are large and beaming^ lighting
up his face, which irradiates happiness. He has a great
sense of fun, and is said to be a first-rate cricketer. He
combines the simplicity of a child with the wisdom of the ages.

He is willing at present to receive anyone who comes
to him with a sincere mind; but he does not care to exhibit
himself. It is not to be thought that he is an impracticable
mystic, out of touch with everyday affairs. His knowledge
includes even the concerns of ordinary men and women. He
is one who brings into the conscious world of commonplace
things, experience of the Unconscious. He has, that is to
say, a balanced existence.

I have had several "conversations" with him. But as
I have said, to talk with him is not the important matter.
It is sufficient to be in the same place. He asked me if
I knew the poems of Kabir, the fifteenth-century Mohomedan
mystic. I was able to tell him that I did, and I quote
from Rabindranath Tagore's translation of one of the poems,
the description of a Perfect Master;
He is the real Sadguru, who can reveal the form of the
Formless to the vision of these eyes.



JVho teaches the single way _ of attaining them, that is-
other than rites or ceremonies.

Who does not make you close the doors, and hold the-
breath, and renounce the world:

Who makes you perceive the Supreme Spirit wherever
the mind attaches itself.

Who teaches you to he still in the midst of all your

Ever immersed in bliss, having no fear in his mind, he-
keeps the spirit of union in the midst of all enjoyments.

The infinite dwelling of the Infinite Being is everywhere-
in earth, water, sky, and air:

Firm as the thunderbolt, the seat of the seeker is establish.^
ed above the void. _ t rr-

He who is within is without: I see Him and none else.

or
That describes Meher Baba better than anything I

perhaps anyone else, could write.
He makes no demands on anyone, but those who com

to him for help have to be prepared to do what he sav<f
which may be severe. The way to truth is simple but it f'
very hard; for the way to know God, is to know oneself t
face oneself in one's own inner consciousness, and then 'r
nouncing everything, to let God flood the soul. Mehp~nouncmg cvci^-L.iiiig, ^ iVteher-
Baba is master of one knowledge, which is God, but th t
knowledge includes everything else. The rules that h
gives, so far as he gives any at all, are meditation, selfle
service and pure intention. He does not ask the Christ"
to cease being a Christian, but to be a true follower of Chri^
that is, to do what Christ said. He does not ask the scepti ̂  f
man or woman of to-day to accept any dogma, but in ̂ITid.Il ur wuiiidii ui tu C1.V..C.CJJL <iny uOgiri3,j DUt in

spirit of humility to obey the God in his heart. What Meh
Baba says, the mystics of the Western world have said ■
also lives it. What he says, the psychologists of the West
have also said in part; but he interprets their theories irr
practical life.

It may be strange to find a great spiritual teacher from
the East speaking in terms that belong to our scientific
text-books; but it is stranger still, and this is the overwhelm
ing fact about Meher Baba, that he is one whose word is
alive with the spirit.

J



In my articles continuing "A Plan of Life," I shall
lexplain what I have learned from him.

This article forms part of a series A Plan of Life,
■which started on July 9. The succeeding articles were:
^'Everyman asks, Who am If" on July 16; "What do We
Mean by God?" on July 23; "The Task of Man," on July
30; "A First Sketch Plan," on August 6; "Morals, or How
to 'Behave," on August 13; "The Value of Ambition," on
August 20; "Work, or the Economics of Living," on August
2Y; "Joy in Work," on September 3; "Play and Leisure,
vn September 10; "Society, or Relations with Others," on
September 17. Copies of Everyman containing these
■articles may be obtained from the Publisher {3d. each, in-
eluding postage), Everyman, 67-68, Chandos Street, Strand,
London, W.C. 2.

THE NEED OF A TEACHER*
By C. B. PURDOM

I INTENDED to return this week to _ the discussion of
literature in its relation to life, which is my proper work

on this page. But there is one subject referred to in passing
in the articles on a'Plan of Life to which, judging from
letters I have received, I must give further attention. That
is the question of teachers or masters in the art of life. There
is no doubt that people feel the need of teachers. Are they
really necessary? If so, how can we recognize them, and
what should be our relation to them?

phe history of man is that of his adaptation to his
material environment. Man has had to discover how to live
■on the earth and how to create civilization. He has not fully
solved the problem, we know; but he is, no doubt, getting
nearer to it. Man learns by doing what has to be done.
He learns by trial and error, and practice in the workshop.
He learns best when under the direction of one who knows

* "Literature and Life," Everyman, London, February 11, 1932.



—that is, a teacher. As Robert Bridges said in his Testa
ment of Beauty:

Hence cometh all the need and fame of Teachers,
men of inborn nobility, call'd Prophets of God,
Saviours of society. Seers of the promised land ... ̂
the loved and loveable whose names live evermore,
the sainted pioneers of salvation, unto whom
all wisdom won and all man's further hope is due

A great deal of our living is instinctive; but much of
the life of man—^his life in all those regions which we call
spiritual or psychic—is by its nature not instinctive. In
those regions man moves away from instinct and approaches
more and more towards consciousness, until in the highest
man consciousness replaces instinct. It is in these regions
of our life that we need a teacher most, and where the
difficulty of finding one is greatest. People know where to-
find a master of carpentering orpainting; hut where is.
there a master of life?

At one time people found what they wanted in the
churches, which showed them how to live. To-day the
majority of people have turned away from the churches •
but they have found no substitute. In this age, people want
truth at first hand. They are doubtful of all reports or
records of truth. They want personal experience, not talk
or dopias. As they cannot get it, they prefer to be sceptical
and live honestly, rather than try to accept truth at second'
hand, though that means living on a lower level than their
real desires.

There is in consequence widespread dissatisfaction
People are uneasy and unhappy, without any real confidence
in life. There are few ideals that really possess their hearts
Everything is held lightly and cynically. There is a cleavage
between thought and life. This is the most striking fact
about intelligent men and women to-day. They are^prepared
to accept notffing. They desire the truth, bilt they challenge
■everything. The age is characterised by extreme frankness

The greatest visible social power among us is still
example. To behold in another the realization of our ideals
or of what we wish were our ideals, is what impresses us
most. The teacher that the age wants is a living example



of what all may become. It is the power of the lived or
experienced truth that we look for, not the mere utterance
of the truth. The poets give us flashes of truth, but there
are few poets who can lift us into the regions out of which
their poetry springs. The poets are in contact with "the
Muses who know all things," but they cannot bring us into
their company. Therefore the only teacher that we can
accept is one who has experienced God, or whatever we like
to call the Ultimate Reality. He must be one who has con
sciously bridged the gulf between time and eternity and can
show others how to do likewise.

The teacher we desire must have achieved complete
self-mastery, and havei reconciled and transcended the op-
posites that divide the life of man. He will seek nothing for
himself, and will be unaffected by sex, money or fame. He
will be child-like, yet wise; joyous but profound; humble
yet authoritative. A man, but having the gentleness of
a woman.

In psychological terms, a teacher is one who throws
light upon the unconscious—he is a mediator between the
conscious and the unconscious mind. He is able to show
how repressed energies may be released for creative pur
poses. He does this not by argument, but by mere associa
tion with himself.

That, indeed, is how a teacher is recognized. He
enables us to discover ourselves, to help ourselves, to under
stand ourselves by his presence, simply by our awareness of
him. We get through him a change of heart. He has the
power to transmit grace, kindle love and bestow illumination.
Above all he has abounding life. In him the idea has not
only become thought as in philosophers, or inspiration as
in poets, but flesh and blood. He is a living work of art.
In such a teacher, God in the heart becomes conscious. He
can therefore, awaken God in others. A sleeper cannot
awaken another sleeper; but one who is himself awake can
awaken those that sleep.

There is an old saying that "when the pupil is ready
the Master appears," which means that even if you meet
a teacher, he cannot help you unless you are ready and want
to be helped. There must be an open mind and humility,
in other words, a disposition to learn. Those who recognize
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■him are the humble, the single-hearted, the despairing and
the aspiring. The self-satisfied or the proud will not
recognize him. "Who walks in singleness of heart shall
he my companion—I will reveal myself to him by ways the
learned understand not."

It is not necessary that a teacher of life should satisfy
the intellect by answering the questions that call to be
satisfied. It is sufficient that his presence should cause
a change of heart, resulting in a new life. To quote Edward
Carpenter again:

He will not bring a new revelation; he will not at first
■make any reply to the eager questions about death and
immortality; he will present no stainless perfection;

But he will do better: he will present something absolute
primal—the living^ rock—something necessary and at firsf
.hand, and men will cling to him therefore.

He will restore the true balance; he will not condemn
but he 7mll be absolute in himself. '

He will be the terrible judge to whom every one isoin
■run; , , . , .

He will he the lover and the judge in one.
The teacher is above low desires and vulgar motive

He is known by his serenity. Perception will silently em
-nate from his presence. He will be recognized by the heai^~
His mere appearance will convince those who seek h
of his spiritual integrity. It does not matter what people
or think about him. We must each judge him by his
on us personally. The relation between pupil and tea
should be that of love. We should obey him intellig-em?^
from love, because we want to do so, not from fear
will not expect us to act against our conscience. He v^n
not compel, but inspire. A bond is established which nothi ^
can break. When we find a teacher, we must expectposition from others because nothing creates greater reserS"
ment and antagonism in the world than the disinterest H
service of mankind when allied with spiritual power. Mp
of the world do not easily forgive those whose lives and
''iterances are a reproach to the pride of life. Our relations
to a teacher must be characterized by complete frankness
by humility, and willingness to leam, and by readiness to
put the knowledge gained into practice.



There are imperfect teachers who know a little, we meet
"them often; but the perfect teacher is met with r^ely. It

the turning point in one's life when such a meeting takes
■place, and it does not happen to everyone. We can meet
'teachers in- books; but it is better to meet them in the flesh,
^he difficulty is that they do not often let themselves be
•seen.

MORE ABOUT THE PERFECT
MASTER*

By C. B. PURDOM

During the past few days, the newspapers have been
publishing sensational accounts of an Indian.. "Messiah"

who has lately come to this country. The subject of those
accounts is the Perfect Master about whom I wrote in these
"pages a little more than six months ago. I promised then
"to write more about him, and many readers have reminded
■me of that promise. If in fulfilling it, I tell a rather different
■story from that which has appeared in the newspapers, the
reader can be sure that I have verified facts.

It will be as well if I start by giving a brief outline of
■Ris historv. Shri Sadguru Meher Baba is a Persian, bom
in Poona,' South India, on February 25, 1894. His father,
Irani Sheriar, was a spiritually-minded man, who from boy-
"hood until he was a grown man, spent his life wandering
in the jungle in search of spiritual experience. At the age
•of thirty-five, he was told that he should resume a normal
existence. This he did; he married and had six children.
Meher Baba was the second son.

His father is a Zoroastrian, and Meher Baba was
"brought up in that religion. He went to school and college
in Poona. When he was seventeen, he was met by HazratHabajan,' an ancient woman, as a result of which Meher
Haba entered a super-consciousness state, in which he
remained for nine months entirely oblivious of earthly life.

* "Literature and Life," Everyman, London, April 21, 1932.
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It took seven years before he regained normal human con
sciousness. During the whole of that time, he had to he-
taken care of. His return to normal consciousness was-
brought about by meeting Shri Sadguru Upasani Maharat
in 1921. . • ■*

He spent the first two years after that experience irt
writing an account of what happened to him. This book;
has not been seen by anyone. He was never married • not-
did he ever engage in any trade or occupation, for he wa
still at college when the experience I have mentioned ca
to him. me-

His time has been spent during the past eleven -
,11; .y^rs irj.— — —— IT o jf—ww V

travelling throughout India, alternating with uerinriJ
I-...- i.: —i. TJ„ i. j:_ ^complete retirement. He visited the West for the first f

last September, when he spent about three weeks in Enel
and afterwards went to America for a few weeks
returned to England from India a fortnight ago, and at
beginning of next month, intends to go back to America f
an extended period. His reason for visiting AmeriS ■
he says, that America being most deeply engrossed
material things, and suffering most in consequence Jo
soil in which a new spiritual re-birth will first take 1
He declares that America requires only the guidino-
of a Perfect Master to redirect its material powers t
heights of spirituality. _

On his first visit to this country, he saw a few
who came to him in London. He also
On the present occasion, however, the news of his 4^^-
was spread from India, and he was met on arrival
full blast of British newspaper publicity. "

It would be easy to write a sensational story up
remarkable being, though he is himself the least seiis
of men. It would not be difficult to make the most ex
rated claims for him. I should like the reader to get
ture of him as he is,—a. quiet, simple, happy man.
not shrink from contact with others, though he seel
withdraw himself as much as he can. In appearanc"^^
is under middle height, delicately built, with a light bro
skin, gentle brown eyes, long brown hair, strong featurTf
and a serene expression. Perception silently emanates froin
his presence. He wears Eastern dress in the house, but in
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the street usually wears ordinary European clothes. He is
not an ascetic, and does not advocate asceticism. He lives,
of course, in utter simplicity. He has not spoken for more
than seven years, and communicates with others by signs,
and by pointing to Roman letters painted on a small board.
This silence is not the result of a vow, but is undertaken for
spiritual reasons. He says that he will break it soon m
America.

He understands English perfectly, and long conversa
tions can be held with him, either r^ith the aid of one of
his attendants reading from the board or by following one
self his spelling of words on the board. The latter is not
as difficult as it may seem. r

What Meher Baba is people must discover for them
selves. His authority must convince without argument.
He must be recognized by the heart. His mere appearance
convinces seekers of his spiritual integrity. One recognizes,
in him a spiritual Master—or one does not. I see m him'
the Teacher about whom I wrote in Everyman on Februar}'"
11 He differs from other teachers I have met because he
has power. This power is not magnetism or personality
much less is it any sort of hypnotism. It is a feeling of
confidence that he has achieved complete self-mastery and
can help the rest of us to do the same. He teaches what
he is %he wise man is a Divine mercy to created beings,
said a medieval Persian poet. That is what I find m Meher

has no doctrine; he is a living truth. Therefore it
is not what he says that matters. That is why the fact
that he does not speak seems of such small consequence.
Alwavs it is the power of the realized truth that convinces,
not the mere utterance of the truth. I have never before
met a man of whom I could say that with such certainty.
In his presence I feel that I know the answers to the questions
that have hitherto perplexed me. Indeed, since I first met
Sm sir^oThs ago"; n.ave realized that the
to get questions answered, but to act upon what one know .

A Perfect Master does not merely answer questions but
he gives the ability to do what is required, because he has
arrived where we want to go. He is a guide who can point
out the way and help to bring us there. This is important.
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•for it is not mere advice that we want. There are plenty
■of people who can tell us what to do: we need something
more than that. We need something more, too, than
-momentary inspiration. We look for permanent realization
■of the ultimate reality. We have those who write poetry;
we want one who lives it.

If it is dangerous to ascend a difficult mountain without
a guide, it is even more dangerous to attempt to disintegrate
and reintegrate our personality without the help of a skilled
teacher. The many failures of psycho-analysis have made
this abundantly cl^r. A Perfect Master helps to break
-down our personality, because he helps us to get rid of the
• ego; but he also enables us to build it up again. I find
Meher Baba to be above all practical. He is concerned with
everyday life. He does not invite people to leave the world,
but to make use of it, to raise it tb spiritual values. We
should live in the world, he says, and yet be not of it, attend
to all worldly duties and yet be completely detached from
their results.

He does not seek to convert men to an}b:hing; certainly
he does not attempt to change their religion. All religions
are revelations of God. What he does say is that whatever
religion one has should become experience. It should
ransfom life. Until it does that it is a dead religion. If

a man has no religion believing that all religions are outworn
e oes not argue with him, but tells him to act on his own

highest ideals. What matters is character. Opinions do
T,f what you are that counts..Meher Baba dictated the following statement when he

Qrr* A ' 'C' 1 — tiiv aLctLCJllCllL Wlieri fieivea in hngland, in view of the many questions that had
een asked of him, which 1 print here for the first time:

coming to the West is not with the object ofestablishing a new creed or spiritual society or organization,
true senL^"Tn,J° understand religion in its^ j f ■' j religion consists of developing that atti-ude of mind which ultimately results in seeing one InfiniteExistence ^evading throughout the Universe, thus finding
the ffiXsf Science and experiencingthe Highest Conciousness and Indivisible Bliss in everyday
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The West is inclined towards the material side of
things, which has from untold ages brought in its wake
wars pestilences and financial crises. It should not be
understood that I discard and hate materialism. I mean
that materialism should not be considered an end in itselt
but a means to the end. r

Organized efforts such as the Le^e of Rations are
being made to solve world problems and to bring about
the Millennium. In some -parts of the West, particularly
in America, intellectual understanding of Truth and Realty
is attempted but without the true Spirit of Religion. This-
is like groping in the dark. _ , , v,

I intend to bring together all religions and cults like
beads on one string and revitalize them for individual and
collective needs. This is my mission to the West."

He does not bring Eastern ideas for us to act upon,
but intends to help us to act upon what we already know.
He revivifies unused knowledge. He does more than that,
of course, for he shows us the necessity for a change of
heart and enables us to gain real knowledge through ex
perience. Above all, he unites the mind and heart, so that
we need no longer be divided personalities, but can live as
entire men.

O;
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SHRI MEHER BABA'S TEACHING AS
THE KERNEL OF UPANISHADIC

WISDOM

By Dr. C. D. DESHMUKH, M.A., Ph.D.

I  .

the Bhagavadgita it is said that its teaching is the
^ milk gathered from the cows in the form of the
Upanishads. We can also say about Shri Meher Baba's
Teaching, that it represents the kernel of Upanishadi
Wisdom. Shri Meher Baba is the Ancient One and h"^
Teaching reveals the Truth which is as old as the cosni
The spiritual wisdom which he brings has had its echo
even in the hoa^ past of the Upanishadic times.
superficial trend in modernism would seem to require that
the truth should be new. But truth does not change fro
time to time like the fashions of the day. The unspeakahl^
grandeur with which it is hallowed does not fade with
rolling of years. That which is eternal cannot become i
with time. In Shri Meher Baba's Teaching the kernel f
the ancient wisdom of the Upanishads is being presenterl
the world again, with Divine Authority.

India is a land of Philosophers and Seers and the nl
of the Upanishads in Indian Philosophy is unique p
the historical point of view the brilliant and imposing svst'^°"^
of the later periods had their roots in the Upanishads
almost all of them derive their inspiration from the wistf^
treasured in them. The important position which
Upanishads have in Indian Philosophy and also in th
philosophical thought of the world is due to the fact that th ^
are a fruit of an age which is vibrant with the most earne^^
and critical search for the Truth. They are not the produ t
of arm-chair speculation. The sages and the seers of th
Upanishads are wrestling with problems which are as rea^
to them as the problem of bread is to the masses in modem
times We have striking examples of wisdom-loving Kino-s
like Janak who were willing to sacrifice all their possessions
for the sake of the highest knowledge. Even ladies had
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•caught the enthusiasm for philosophy as is shown by the
•example of Gargi and Maitreyee. Further the spirit of
'the period is not dogmatic but rationed. No philosopher
•could hope to receive recognition or become pre-eminent
•without answering the criticism of rival thinkers. He had
■to give the exposition of his views in assemblies which were'
resonant with keen controversies.

The Upanishadic thinkers have seriously tried all the
-avenues of the Truth. There are questions which cannot be
•conclusively decided except by means of the scientific
-method. For example, knowledge about pre-existence or re
incarnation or about the conditions of existence in life after
death, can be based not on speculation but on direct in
formation or inference from the facts of experience. In this
•connection the method of Psychical Research which is
essentially scientific in spirit was not unknown to the
Upanishadic thinkers. Attempt to establish contact with
■the other world through mediums is referred to in the
Brikadaranyaka in the story of the lady possessed by a
■Gandharva.

Such problems were attacked through the scientific
method. For many persons, acceptance of the testimony of
experts can be the only available method in certain fields.
As Shri Meher Baba once told his disciples, the loiowledge
of the hidden side of life has to be gathered by "believing
those who know the secrets of life and death". "Unless there
is a general unfoldment of occult powers the testimony of
experts will have to be accepted as the best scientific data
-available.

"While problems of the nature and the laws of the other
-world are to be tackled through the scientific method there
are many metaphysical and ontological problems which
require to be approached through methods which are essen-
-tially philosophic. In Upanishads, these important prob-
"lems are attacked along four distinct lines: (1) Speculative,
(2) Ethical, (3) Psychological, and (4) Religious.

There are two main speculative queries in the Upa-
mishadic literature; (1) "What is the innermost principle in
man? (2) What is the ultimate nature of Reality? With
regard to the first query they soon came to the conclusion
-that the soul is neither the body nor the mind but some
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principle which transcends both. Those who in tnodern'.
psychology identify the soul with the mind will be startledl
by the penetration of their initial question, "By whose in
spiration does the incited mind go to its object?" {Kena),
And in reply to this question the ultimate principle in human
life is described as "something which incomprehensible to-
the mind but which at the same time comprehends the mind "
(Kena). The second query was about that primary and.1
unitary principle of the cosmos by knowing which every
thing else which is not known becomes known, just as by-
knowing the earth in one earthen pot we know the essence
of all the earthen pots since earth is the only true substance-
and its various forms are merely distinctions of sneecb
(Chandogya). The conclusion of the second query th t
the "pure being alone existed in the beginning, one withn%
the second", and that the world with its multiplicity
differentiation came into existence because "it desired t
create itself and become many" (Chandogya). The sour
of individuation is thus not to be found in any other fore"
principle. It is in the original principle itself.

The next important question which naturally confro
the Upanishadic thinkers was, 'What exactly is the rel^
of this cosmic principle to the Innermost principle in M
And it is at this point that they haye taken the boldest ''
the most unique step of identifying the two principles
Child! All creations are rooted in the Truth. The T u
is their home and in the Truth they abide. That r '
that Atman Thou art—O Shwet^eto!" (Chn-nrin^^^^
This basic Truth is giyen to the world in a new form
Shri Meher Baba proclaims that "You not only possess h ̂
actually are Soul, which is but one Paramatman" or wh^^
he declares that "To realize the Supreme Beina as ^
self is to realise the Truth" ^

The question of explaining the nature of the identit
between the individual soul and Universal Atman is nru-
capable of being tackled through the intellect alone. At tbi
critical point the Upanishadic sages deliberately give
ratiocination and have no shadow of regret in doing so. The -
human soul seems to have a separate and self-sufficient unity-

^ Sayings.
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and independence of its own. How exactly is it merged or
swallowed up in the Absolute? Here the Upanishadic
thinkers openly and clearly give up the attempt to explain
the fact by means of ratiocinative thought. All that we get
from them as an aid to our imagination is a few brilliant
analogies. Just as all the juices of flowers lose their dis-
tinctiveness in the honey stored by the bees in the honey
comb, and the rivers have no separate existence when they
pour themselves in the ocean, the creatures in the Absolute
can have no private and limited self-consciousness. And
this all-devouring Absolute Truth is not merely transcendent
or isolated from the creation, but is immanent in it like the
vital juice which nourishes the leaves, the branches, the
fruit and the flower of a living tree, or like the salt which
when dissolved in water pervades it in all the parts {Chan-
dogya).

The Upanishads clearly and openly recognize that there
are many inevitable and insuperable difficulties in the attempt
to understand the Infinite Atman through the mind. Shri
Meher Baba brings out this point unambiguously when he
says that "Intellect is the lowest form of understanding..
and that therefore "You must surrender yourself to a
Sadguru if you want God-realization."® We find this
doctrine anticipated by the Upanishadic Seer when he says,,
"This knowledge cannot be obtained through reasoning.
O Beloved one! Only when it is told by another is it really
understood" (Katha). The master of Wisdom is thus in-
dispensible for arriving at this supreme understanding.^
Hence the clarion call of the sages is, "Arise! Azuaken!
Obtain understanding by approaching the Supreme Teachers!'
The wise men say that the Path is difficult like walking on
the edge of a knife" {Katha).

Before however the disciple can derive any benefit from'
1:he Master he has to undei-go certain moral discipline. As
emphasised by Shri Meher Baba, the way to realization is
"from God to God".^ The Upanishadic sages also required
moral preparation of the aspirant oefore the}'' considered him

2 Message, 1932.
3 Sayings.
4 My Master and His Teaching, p. 23.

2
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fit for highest knowledge. At times they enjoined celibacy
as a precondition of the supreme knowledge of the Atman.
Sometimes moral precepts are given to the disciples, e.g.,
■"Speak the Timth. Follow religion. Do not be negligent in
your studies" (Taittiriya). This was their clear command
ment. A high degree of moral attainment is according to
them absolutely necessary to make a person fit for receiving
the knowledge of the Atman. Thus in Katha Upanishad the
God of Death tests Nachiketa by making him tempting offers
and congratulates him for choosing the Good in preference
to the Tempting, and says, "The courageous one accepts the
Good rather than the Tempting" {Katha).

The moral life in itself is not sufficient. It has to be
further supplemented by a life of psychological discipline
and religious devotion. In his discourse on repeating God's
name Shri Meher Baba says, "Concentrate your mind on
the repetition alone, and breathe regularly while doing so "
He often indicates for his disciples different forms of n^d't"
tion, and in his pamphlet on Meditation recommends '
centration on "the mere form of a God-man, or some si
formula such as T am neither Sharir (gross body)
Prana (the subtle body, which is the seat of desires'
vital forces), nor Manas (mental body, which is th^ ^
of the mind): I am Atman (Soul)'". ®^3,t

This emphasis on the need for a life of meditatin
constant search is prominent in the Upanishadic philn'^
as will be seen from the enjoyment, "The Atman shouM^n
seen, heard of, thought about and meditated upon" (R 7daranyaka). The psychological discipline is not to be 1
upon as a kind of mechanical psychic exercise on the an°?
of physical exercise which is wholesome for physical cuh
but it is meant to bring out and illumine the hidden p
bilities in the human heart. Thus we are gradually led^t'"
the life of religion as a necessary supplement for the n+n
approaches to the Truth. ^

\

II

In Upanishads, philosophy is not divorced from religion
A story in Katha Upanishad brings out effectively how the
earlier forms of Nature Worship and pol}rtheism were
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superseded by philosophical Monism. The Gods had won
a victory over the demons by virtue of the power which
they really derived from the Brahman; but they thought that,
it was their own greatness. So the Brahman appeared before
the Gods in order to free them from this illusion. The
Gods deputed Fire and Wind to find out the strength of
what had appeared to them. The Brahman presented them
with some straw; but Fire could not burn it, and Wind
could not blow it away. But when Indra who knew the
greatness of the Brahman approached it, it vanished from
sight. So the story posits an all-powerful and unitary cos
mic principle which is beyond the elements or the gods.
But polytheism is not merely negated. The element of truth
in it has been absorbed in the doctrine of the immanence of
the divine life in all creation. We thus find that the
wasya Upanishad begins with the following ̂assertion; All
that has life is pervaded by the Divine Life" (Isha).

The great regard for truth, in whichever form it may
be, keeps the Upanishadic Sages free from sectarian bias
even at the cost of apparent inconsistencies. Thus
Vidagdha, the son of Shakala, asks Yagnyavalkya: IHow
many Gods there are?", he says in the same br^th: Three
and three hundred; three and three thousand." He even
says that the Gods might also be said to be ojte and a half
and cites in this connection the example of the wind which
perceptibly increases in volume thus becoming inore than
one but remaining less than two entities. But he explains
the position by saying that all these are Vibhuties, ?.<?., mani
festations of Divinity and affirms that God is really one.
One who realizes God transcends the manifold nature of
the world. "The Seer goes beyond duality and becomes one.
This is his ultimate goal" (Brihadaranyaka)

As Shri Meher Baba puts it, "God-consciousness means
to be mentally, emotionally, and spirituall}'^ conscious of the
One self at all times and in all places."®

Shri Meher Baba does not put forth the idea
Atman as some bloodless category which would merely help
to solve the problems of intellectual knowledge. It is true
that the ideal of a comprehensive and unified knowledge,

B Sayings.
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though it is merely intellectual, requires the assumption of
a basic unity in Reality; but the Atman is much more than
this. Shri Meher Baba has depicted it as "the real Be
loved". We find that this way of looking at reality has
a parallel in the Upanishads, where the Atman is described
as a life principle and regarded as the Beloved. "It should
be worshipped as the Beloved" {Brihadaranyaka).

In fact even ordinary love of wife, son, husband, wealth,
animals, people, gods, etc., is in the last analysis found to be
for the sake of the Atman and not for their own sake. "Not
for the sake of the beings are being dear, but for the sake
of the Atman are beings dear" {Brihadaranyaka). In this
passage the word Atman is sometimes translated as one's own
self; but such selfish hedonism is far from being consistent
with the later contexts where Atman is described as
the object of Search. What the sage means is that although
we may not always be conscious of the fact, our love for
another is ultimately based in our fundamental unity with
the other in the Universal Atman. The natural conclusion
IS that the true object of love is the Atman and not its
manifestations taken in isolation. The forms are fleetinp-
and elusive; but the Atman is eternal. Just as the sounds r§
the drum cannot be caught but only the drum, the forms nf
the Atman cannot be grasped but only the Atman. Atman
therefore is the Supreme Beloved. The philosophical mo
of the Upanishads is not so rigid as not to allow
Bhakti or love.

The Mundak Upanishad describes the individual i
and the universal soul as two birds sitting on the same
the fonner is attached to the fruit of the tree whil '
latter is merely a detached observer. Caught up' in th^ K
wildering and tempting multiplicity of the world, the In
vidual soul goes through many joys and sorrow's. But It
also has the idea of liberation howsoever vague and it
presses itself as the following prayer: "Lead me from th^
unreal to the Real. Lead me from darkness to Light. Lead
me from death to Immortality" {Brihadaranyaka). 'The life
of prayer is essential. "The Atman can be obtained onlv

jtself which is the object of prayer"

After attaining the Atman the individual soul knows
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itself to be identical with the Universal soul, and acquires
not only highest knowledge but also highest bliss. On one
•occasion Shri Meher Baba has said, "If you realize only a
portion of what I call the highest knowledge, j'ou will experi-
•ence great bliss. It will bring down heaven into 3'our heart."®
The Upanishads state that the bliss of a realized person is
many times greater than the happiness of a man who is the
lord of others and has at his disposal all the pleasures of
life. Further, he attains to freedom from fear, for fear is
rooted in duality. "Only in Brahman is there freedom from
fear" (^Brihadaranyaka).

The religion of the Upanishads is far more rationalised
and evolved than the earlier Nature worship, polytheism or
the religion of rituals and sacrifices. The Brahman is looked
upon as a principle which is both immanent and transcen
dent; and this truth is made a basis of a very interesting
type of intellectual and emotional mysticism. But this
mysticism of the Upanishads is in no way indifferent to
the mundane aspect of life. It goes hand in hand with
active interest in the social problems. The Upanishadic
Pantheism is the background of a moral philosophy accord
ing to which the highest type of action is in the spirit of
an offering to God. The interest in the social good is also
predominant. We have for example the following prayer in
Katha Upanishad: "Let us join together, enjoy together,
reinforce our mutual strength and shine^through our learn
ing. Let us not hate each other" (Katha). The individual
is hot thinking in terms of any private or selfish salvation
for himself alone but joins in a collective prayer for social
well-being.

We find this active interest in the collective good of the
whole mankind equally pronounced in the life and the teach
ing of Shri Meher Baba. His prospectus for the Universal
Ashram announces that one of its sections "Will prepare
mystics of the practical type" and that "These mystics will
inspire others to have a life in which there will be complete
detachment side by side with intense creative action". In
the same prospectus another section of the Universal Ashram
is described as being meant "to be a training ground for

® The Perfect Master, p. 288.
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a band of selfless workers who will learn how to render real
and effective service". This clearly brings out how the
teaching of Shri Meher Baba is not meant to propagate some
barren form of mysticism; his teaching, like that of the
Upanishads, is essentially practical and humanitarian in its
effects and objective.

Thus in the teaching of Shri Meher Baba, as in the^
main current of Upanishadic philosophy the mundane and
social aspects of life receive full recognition and attention;
but these aspects of life are not looked upon as all-in-all
and are shown to be ultimately grounded in the Atman which
gives to them a deeper sanctity and meaning. The Upani
shads recognize the realization of the Atman as the final goal
of life and the search for this Ultimate Reality is varied and
many-sided. The speculative approach is superseded bv
the moral approach. The moral approach is superseded bv
the psychological approach; the psychological approach is
carried on side by side by the religious approach of
_  T „ .o, J ^ 1 ry 0X1011or Love; and at the.end of this long and varied searr-n .li.
-  ; i. t,: —1 theindividual arrives at his original home, which is the "T fU
of truths". Shri Meher Baba has come to bring the
closer to this Truth which is infinite: for in Infinity
is their final bliss and peace, and freedom from fear - an
Infinity alone is to be found the final destiny of human I f

i



HAZRAT MEHER BABA
FROM

A SUFISTIC STANDPOINT

By Dr. ABDUL GHANI MUNSIFF

Some realize after great research
Some find Him without seeking;
Some long for Him with no response
With some He ignores dealing.

The Sufis classify saints into two main ̂ tegories, namely
Kasbi (self-acquired) and Wahbi (Divinely ordained;,

as described in the first two lines of the above quartram.
This division is rather arbitrary and is not tl^ whole tru .
It implies injustice and favouritism by God. This viewpom
is the result of Islamic belief in predestination and e
absolute will of God. Although well conversant with tne
law of cause and effect and the spiritual fact that not ing
goes to the undeserving, the early Sufis under the segis o a
disciplinary church, could think of no better way of escape
than fall into line with the orthodox mentality, t
dorsed the latter's theory of Divine grace, with .
saints suddenly lifted to spiritual heights irrespective o
previous form and life record.

Evidently Hazrat Meher Baba belongs to the s
category. Looking to the early part of his life as a s u
in Deccan College, no one would have marked him ou
a spiritual career. Undeniably really great events in ori
life do happen when least expected. And the unexpec e
in the case of Meher Baba, was his memorable meeting wi
Hazrat Babajan (a lady saint of Poona) in the ty-l-o-
One kiss on the forehead by the venerable old lady
him God-realization (jnushahida-e-zat) and the rest o e
work, the return to normal consciousness {mushaniaa-e-
sifat) was completed by Sadguru Upasani Ma.haraj ot
Sakori. Hazrat Meher Baba, judged from the spintual pre
paredness of this life of his, may be classed as_ Wahbi
(Divinely ordained) but those who understand spirituality
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can see in him but a triumphant culmination of a long ex^
tended evolutionary struggle through many births and
deaths—yet another crest of a wave in the sea of Cosmic
consciousness.

Hazrat Meher Baba, a Persian Zoroastrian as far as can
be ascertained, is the only non-Muslim saint of the present
century except Upasani Maharaj who has attained spiritual
perfection, from a Muslim saint. As if they would be any
where near to judging the standard of his saintliness, the
Muslims very often inquire, "Has Meher Baba accepted the
Muslim faith?" "Is he Baslmra (conformist) or Bayshara
(non-conformist) ?" In this small symposium, answering
silly and sectarian questions like the above born of ignorance
would be to no purpose.

The fillip to orthodoxy is unmistakably afforded by the
Sufi poet Akber of Allahabad, in his interpretation of religion
and its significance in human life when he says;

'What is religion ? It's a social and political make-shift.
It can be no criterion to judge of a man's heresy or

saintliness.
In truth every religion has its saints and its heretics.
These are words connoting deep insight into things.
Don't brush them aside lightly."

If these words_ pregnant with spiritual possibilities do
not set people a thinking, it is nobody's fault. For such a
class of people blissful ignorance would certainly be of more
spintual benefit than any frivolous and insincere attempt on
heii part to become wise in such matters, as it would react
oy making them lose faith in what they are already believing
and doing.

However, the intellectuals and the so-called Sufis
amongst Muslims who ought to know better than give an
air of finality to what they already know, need a different
approach and in fairness to them they cannot altogether be
Ignored. Their healthy inquisitiveness in the domain of
spirituality deserves a rational satisfaction and to such the
s udy of Hazrat Meher B aba's saintliness from the highest

" mn would be illuminating and worthwhile.1 here is no measure as yet evolved by which the
spirituality of a person can be gauged. The only material
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.available is the record of the ecstatic and inspired utterances of
saints, that furnishes a clue to seeking minds, for determining
■the particular state and stage of their spiritual experience.
Very often it happens that there are conflicting staternents
•coming from the same spiritual personage or between differ
ent Masters discussing a common subject or^ experience.
The reason for a saint contradicting himself, is a sign of
his outgrowing that particular spiritual experience embodied
in his utterance. Similarly saints, giving a different version
•of the same subject, is due to their different angle of ex
perience, as a result of their different stages. For instance,
an asti-onomer, studying the sun, from an observatory, would
describe it in a certain way. This description would mate
rially differ if the astronomer were to study the sun, by
stationing himself a million miles nearer to it. Again the
■difference in experience would be greatly accentuated if the
•distance be decreased by ten million miles. The sun is the
same, but the various stages of approach, have caused all the
apparent contradiction.

It is on this account that a few perfect masters have
kept mum over the problem of reincarnation and evolution,
•actuated perhaps by expediency and the then existing cir
cumstances ; while others have expounded these theories
very boldly from pulpit and platform,' perhaps deeming this
method of approach as best suited to the genius of the people
with whom they were concerned. Muslims need not un-
•necessarily get scared at the mere mention of the words
reincarnation and evolution. They ought to know that ignor
ance of a certain thing need not in every case presuppose an
absence of that thing. It would interest the Muslim world
to know that not all the Sufis have discarded these theories
wholesale as being heathenic. Mansoor bin Hallaj, Abu
Muslim Khorasani, Ahmed-ibne-Sabit, Shaikh-ul-Ishraq
were avowed reincarnationists. Omar Khayyam not only
•expounded reincarnation (Naskh), but even admitted retro
grade reincarnation (Maskh),' while Jalaluddin Rumi openly
•preached evolution (Irteqa). In the memoirs of Hazrat
Nizamuddin of Delhi, written by Amir Khusroo, the saint
Is said to have referred to a statement (Hadis) emanating
from the Arabian Prophet hinrself to the effect saying, "Till
the day of judgment retrograde reincarnation (Maskh) will
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not operate with my followers." This statement of the
Prophet does not rule out the possibility of retrograde re
incarnation operating with others. Hazrat Meher Baba
affirms that belief or non-belief in reincarnation and evolu
tion, does not in any way stand in the way of man's spiritual
progress.

It would reassure the Muslim world in particular to-
know that the gnosis (Irfan) of Meher Baba has never been
found to be in conflict with the teachings of the Perfect
Masters the world has already known. The amplification
or suppression of a certain fact is presumably determined by
the capacity of an aspirant to receive. Hence one should
not jump to hasty conclusions if a certain line of action
or utterance is beyond him to approach or grasp. To such
the mystical Hafiz says:

"When you hear the words of sages, do not say they
are wrong;

The fault lies with you, you have yet to rise to those
heights."

The gnosis of self-realization however, is never self-
contradictory. Spiritual Perfection delivering itself, in any
language and through any person can rarely be missed.
It is therefore the ffighest Sufistic standpoint that affords
a rational approach to the understanding of Hazrat Meher
Baba and his spirituality.

Al-Quran, the first and the last text-book on Sufism,
in the opening verse, clearly enjoins upon the Sufis to be
lieve that the Lord of the universe has provided equally, all
peoples of the earth, not only means of material and physical
sustenance, 'but also He has bestowed on all equal opportun
ities of spiritual unfoldment and growth. It is unthinkable
for a Sufi to imagine for a moment that the Almighty God
has favoured one particular race or class of people to the ex
clusion of all others. 'The Quran says; "There was no
nation but had its teacher". Again it says, "A Divine Mes
senger was sent to every class of men", also "Every nation
gJn^^een biased with a guide" (XXXV 24_and X 47).
nen<^ on the authority of Quran itself, all Prophets and
1 eachers of mankind belonging to any creed and country,
have a spiritual status which must be recognized. Is the
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attitude then of the average Muslim and the so-called Sufis,,
quite in keeping with the spirit of the above Quranic texts r
Do they really recognize all teachers of mankind, besides the
names mentioned in the Quran, as Prophets and Messengers.
The Muslim World computes the number of Prophets sent
for guidance of man by Divine Providence, near about one
lac and twenty-four thousand. Tackle any Mt^lim,_ well-
informed in Islamic mythology and he would find it im
possible to enumerate and name Prophets from Adam to the
present day, aggregating to more than fifty. Such lUustrious-
names like Rama, Krishna, Buddha, Confucius, Zoroaster
would never occur to them, as being idolaters and Musnrik-
(dualists). Even if they do, the Muslims would tamtam
that the culmination of all Messengers of God, is the final
and perfect manifestation of Prophet Mahomed.

The Sufis however aver, that the terrmnus of Prophet-
hood does not necessarily mean the end of spirituality. It Islam,,
after the demise of the Arabian Prophet, has produced Smn s
of a high spiritual calibre, other races too have amongst thein
perfectly 'illumined souls. It is the free lance ^ongs
Sufis, who have outgrown the devotional and ascetic ®rage
and have developed a pantheistic experience, that have dared
to utter the truth to those, who desire to know and assimilate
without being shocked. Syed Mohomed Husain a. discip e
of Shah Abdul Aziz, when questioned about the spirituality
(Fakiri) of Hindus and Muslims said, "There is no differ
ence whatsoever in the spirituality of the two; the apparen
difference is only in the tenninology". A visitor once asked
Ghaosali Shah Qalander, "Sire, I have heard it said that
no other race besides Muslims, produces Masters charge
with spiritual duty (Ahle-Khidmat)". The Saint replied,
"True, the Muslims think that way but other races also
claim this monopoly. The truth is, all races more or less
produce spiritual chargemen. The works of God do not
depend on any single race or religion exclusively.

Hazrat Meher Baba does not conform to the external
form of any religion, not even the religion of his birth, ihe
Zoroastrian world is indifferent towards his activities tor
personally discarding the external signs and symbols of
religion. The Muslim very condescendingly, would
guarantee Meher Baba spiritual perfection, if only he
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.-accepts the Islaiitic faith. If the Muslims are told that the
Perfect Masters of the present century, Baba Tajuddin of
Nagpur, Sai Baba of Shirdi and Babajan of Poona were all
mon-conformists (Bayshara), they would say, that the said
.saints were at least born Muslims and as Odanders (an
border of unconventional saints), they are held excused from
religious formalism. Hazrat Meher Baba says, "Relip-ion
js for man, but man is not for religion. I have become one
with Truth. All religions are my religions and I have no
xehgion . Bearing on this assertion, some ecstatic hut
irreligiously bold utterances {Shathiyat) of Perfect S fi
.are worth recording: >3uns

"One who is eternally in prayers (Realization^ ha^
:need of external prayers".—Fazil Ayaz. °

"Ordinary people have to abstain from sin. I ah t •
•'from uttering 'La-ilaha-illalah' (there is no other n j
■God)".—Buali Sindhi. but

"One who has seen God, has overstepped the lim't
-religion (Shara) and one who has become God, has
■stepped duality implied in seeing God".—Yasin bin hr
Razi. -"usain

"One who is not for realizing God in this Hf
•occupies him in prayers and worship. Not findinp-
one fit for Knowledge of Him (Gnosis), God inchJ"^^
in the common crowd".—Abul Husain Muzern

"Our primary duty (Far^) is to be God • our
•duty (Simnat) is to be Rasul (MohomedV A^bonal
Ghazaei. ■ ^Ahiird

"One who enjoys worship, is a worshipper of i -
■and not of God".—Abdur Rbhman Jami. Worship

"Abstinence from prayers due to alcoholic intn^-
IS respect for religion; abstinence from prayers
of Divine intoxication is respect for Truth and Ream^?""^
Mulea Shah, Spiritual Master of Darashakoh. —

The next question that automatically follows ic -.^i
regard to the quality of spirituality attained by Halrat
Baba. Muslim Sufis would straight off class hSL p i!""as a Mawahid (one who has realized Divine unitvt 1
according to this viewpoint generally all non-Mus ms whn
have.reached he Unitarian state are styled as s™hTasaTmrnf (Islamic theosophy) there are two types' of
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Mawahid (unitarians) ; one is called a Mawahid-Haneef
(informal Unitarian) and the other Mawahid-Tabay (formal
Unitarian). The former attain Taoheed Unitarian state
without the intermediation of Prophets. To thern, com
pliance to external form of prayer and behaviour laid down
by such Prophets is optional, although at heart they acknow
ledge their messengership on earth. This class comprises of
both Muslim and non-Muslims. Mawahid-Tabay (formal
Unitarians) consists of all Muslims who conform in all
details to the external law (Shariat) of Mohomed the
Prophet.

The above classification is rather vague and far fetched
and evidently dictated by expedience. Not a few Perfect
Sufis maintain that all those attaining Taoheed (Divine
unity) through the grace and mediation of a Perfect Master,
cannot but recognize and experience the spiritual state called
Haqiqat-e-Mohomedi (the reality of Mohomed) the cou^er-
part of which is termed Vishnupad in Vedantism. Ihis-
Haqiqat-e-Mohomedi is the name of a state or stage and nrt
the name of a person, and this stage js open to Muslims and
non-Muslims alike. Those stationing themselves in the
stage of Haqiqat-e-Mohomedi after realizing Taoheed
(Divine unity) are termed Ahle-maratib (men of grades)
and from these, Ahle-khidmat (Men of duty) on the earthly
plane are recruited:

Strictly speaking, a Mawahid (Unitarian) is one who
acknowledges and desires for no intermediary between him
and God; no Prophet, not even a Master. Such instances
are very rare and usually to be found amongst yogis.

There have been some Sufis of a very extreme type,
who from the standpoint/ of Absolute State of Unity
(Taoheed-e-Tansihi) consider even gradations,_ connotmg
authority and duty bom of Haqiqat-e-Mahomedi as tallmg
short of the mark and not true Takiri (spirituality), io
them prophethood and duty seem an encumbrance, which
they would feign do without and the following are a tew
quotations illustrative of this attitude.

"My banner of Huyat (absolute oneness with God) is
much more exalted and high than that of Mohomed .
Bayazid.
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"In the path of Truth pay no consideration to Mohomed
Abraham or Aloses. By all means reverence them, as they
represent God devolving into man. Beyond this, attach no
more importance to them".—^Abubaker.

"La-ilaha-illalah (there is no other God but God) is
Shirke-Khafi (latent duality) and Mohomed-Rassulallah
(Mohomed—the messenger of God) is Shirke-Jali (mani
fest duality)".—Fariduddin Attar.

"In the prayers of Mohomed, the archangel Gabriel has
■no place; m my retirement -within, there is no room for
Mohomed".—Aniub-Qazat Hamdani.

If 3-ftGJ ^periencing Zat (absolute oneness) one
(relative manyness), one does not know the

Zat .—Abu Abbas Sayyari.

M "After seeing the light of Mohomed all the

•? saying that if non-Muslims canattain spiritml perfection they can also make others spiritual-ly perfect. For those who are interested in matters spiritual,they will find many instances of non-Muslim saints impart-
oflan^d?r ri8o£80i"^h"'f Ghausali ShahKnfrS Aii r .'contacted nineteen MurshidsifhrHMdus out of them eleven were Muslims andgnt J^inclus. Hazrat Babajan had two spiritiial Mntitfrc

to UptnT gavIVs'sSafchargefectS fr^^.";^ Aaz^at Meher Baba derives p'e?-lection trom Hazrat Babajan and Upasani Maharai It iq

hove s devotee oh Jami, has no caste or pedigree
o special status has this Path, for parentage and pietv"The wailmg prayer of Dr. Iqbal "The Spiritua^TSns

veers Sd .rf t^" tW hundredye„sa„doh^e7ri„;bSr„
^^.'ZifeSon It'lfnm manitestation. Dike the generality of orthodox Miiqlimqhe forgot to. associate Spiritual Perfection with the Qalander
wf K • Sai Baba, Baba TajSirandHazrat Babajan and other non-Muslims. Anyone taking
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-pains to study the evolution of Islamic theosophy, would be
.confronted with the knowledge tliat there is never a dearth
.of Spiritual Masters and neither any decline and deteriora
tion in Spirituality. 'Seek and ye shall find is foreign to
-the mal<e-up of the present age which believes largely in
sectarian saintliness. According to Sufis, the end of the hier-
:archy of Saints functioning on the earthly planes will
•synchronise with the end of the world.

It may be stated without fear of contradiction tlmt
Hazrat Meher Baba's teachings are more in conformity
-with the Sufistic cult than with any other. He lays great
emphasis on Love which according to him is the surest and
shortest road to God-realization. He attributes the quality
■production of saints in Islam, mainly to the development of
•this method of approach to Divinity.

He does not encourage asceticism (Rahbaniyat). He
demands mental renunciation rather than physical renun-

.ciation of the world. The spiritual dictum "Be in the world
but not of the world" finds favour with him.

In the matter of practising Riyae (austerities) the best
he would recommend is the company of saints if attainable.

■ Once attained, the company of saints completely and fully
atones for all types of self-imposed austerities and Yoga
•practices put together.

He warns aspirants of the path against attaching too
•much importance to miracles as they are likely to side-track
a novitiate from reaching the Goal. All the spie, Ws
spiritual interest in the life of his devotees has given rise
to numerous miraculous experiences for them.

He is a living embodiment of selfless service. It's a
sight to see him personally attending to the physical needs

. of the mad and a few God-intoxicated inmates of his Ashram
in the matter of bathing and feeding, even to the extent of

. cleansing their lavatories. _ - A t
His self-imposed silence extending over a period ot

nearly fifteen years is undertaken after God-realization and
not for any personal spiritual attainment as is sometirnes
•misunderstood by people. According to Meher Baba his
silence is meant for the spiritual uplift of humanity at large.
It has neither the tension of a vow nor the tenacity of pena.nce
"(behind it. It is crucifixion for the salvation of mankind.
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Sufi Inayatkhan has said, "Blessed are those whose lips are
sealed, for through them shall be spoken the words of
life."

His scheme for a Universal Spiritual Centre shortly
to be inaugurated in the Mysore State, is nothing but an
enlarged edition of the Muslim khanqas, Christian monaste
ries and Hindu ifiuths all rolled into one, This is in keeping
with his universal outlook as regards inviting all and sundry
to dnnk at the fountain-head of his own spirituality which',
according to him is going to deluge the whole world in the
near future.

■  fact IS, the present age from the Spiritual viewpoint;is the Qalandari Age characterised by irreligiousness. It is-
common knowledge that all the religions at the present
hme are experiencing a wave of irreligiosity and the present
Spiritual Masters according to the law of causation are the-
natural outcome of the prevalent atmosphere. The sniritiml
economy also is governed by the principle of supply beinp-"
m accordance with the demand. It is thus evident,The world
would miss the spiritual Millennium, if it were to look
for it through sectarian glasses. Hazrat Meher Baha tPp-
Perfect Qalander, on all counts, is the spiritual inde'-v of"
the time and if looked at dispassionately is assuredly P
the world needs at the moment, the common denorm" T
who can be approached and claimed by all, withniu- i ^
prestig^ultural and religious. The aVowed °r
mission in life of Hazrat Meher Baba, the Perfect
best be described in his own words: '

I have come not to teach but to awaken."



LIGHT FROM THE EAST UPON THE

WESTERN GOSPELS

By WILL BACKETT (London)

SHRI MEHER BABA'S explanations of some of the
obscure passages in the Gospels, have thrown new

light upon the life of Jesus, whom' He describes as the
particular Avatar of Nazareth. "Christ" is the "Son of
God" state, and thus these two names indicate His unique
office and identity with God.

It is the life of a Master that quickens the under
standing of those who share it with him, and some oi Shn
Meher Baba's disciples in the West have had their early
faith in Jesus revived and intensified by contact with him.
There are also mhny instances which the disciples have wit
nessed, which illumine the story of Jesus, so familiar since
childhood, and his power in reaching the heart of his
audience and knowledge of their lives, enhance what we
know of the founder of the Western religion.

Shri Meher Baba has indicated the scope of his owrr
work, in his world message of 1933, and diagnosed the ills
of the world. He said in the first portion: "Self-interest
caused by low selfish desire, is the root cause of contem
porary world chaos and individual misery. My manifestation
will embrace the religious, economic, social and political
aspects of life. It will spiritualize all human activities in
art, science, music, stage and cinema."

Both John Baptist and Jesus, called the people to
repentance, and to-day a change of heart is as essential.
Baba has shown how a Master effects this, inwardly, by
the removal of sanskaras that prevent the mind from
reflecting the true nature of man. The words of Jesus to
the sick of the palsy, forgiving the man's sins, accomplished
his spiritual healing, this Baba says is a Master's real
work in the remov^ of sanskaras. Jesus also restored
health of body, as a testimon}'- to the Sadducees who doubted
his status to forgive sins, and as a reward to the sick

3  F ,
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man and his friends for their faith in removing the house
roof to come into the Master's presence. Baba has explained
on other occasions that, a Master combines his work of
healing outwardly, as in this case with inner work for whole
types of humanity, similarly affected, and for that also faith
and devotion are important.

This work of the Divine Love, described in the Gkjspels,
touched every aspect of the people's lives in Palestine, and
Baba, in this later age of mental activity and material pro
gress, uses modem methods in his own way—some times
unexpected. Jesus disturbed the outlook of his audiences
and their cherished prejudices.

The West has not maintained the unbroken tradition
of the Masters of Perfection, and of the successive appear
ances of the Avatar, carrying out His eternal work. In
the person of Jesus, the-Church preserved the triune aspect
of deity, the Source, the Divine Son, and His Eternal
bpint, as Father, Son and Holy Ghost; in the Avatar, these
are seen to be One. The Church affirms His union with the

f  Grace manifests eternally. Jesus, speakingof Himself, declared; "Before Abraham was, I am.'" Moses
said: "I Am hath sent me." In those early Jewish records
preserved in our Western Bible, may be found references
to the lives of the Avatar in the past, and some of the names

^  where He manifested.•  ,. Avatar's work for the Race, includes His help forin ividual aspirants along the Path. Jesus pointed the rich
young man who asked what he should do to inherit eternal

b  a Commandments which the young man saide had kept from his youth up; then pouring out the Divine
ove, He showed him the way to become perfect b}-- selling

?  ̂nd following Him. Baba has emphasised that it isimpossible for the pilgrim on the spiritual path to attain
consciousness, which is the Christ, the "Sonpt Hod state, without the help of a Perfect Master, and

in the case of the rich young man, Jesus required external
enunciation and complete surrender. On other occasions.
He spoke of Himself as "The Way, the Truth and the Life,"
an aso of the "Mansions" in the Father's house, terms
connected with the Path familiar to mystics of all faiths.

Western children are very familiar with the story of
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Jesus in the temple at the age of 12, expounding the Law to
the learned Doctors, much to His parents' astonishment.
Later in His life, the people attending the synagogue
wondered at His gracious words, and asked each other
■"Whence hath this man letters, liaving ne-yer learned?"
Baba has said that the Master's knowledge is innate, and
not acquired; thus Jesus "spoke as one having authority,
and not as the scribes". One of the earliest critics of Jesus
objected to His treatment of the Pharisees and other
opponents as evidence against His own teaching of Love,
seeing that in the exposure of their methods and character,
there is no trace of Love in His words. There could be no
greater condemnation than the words of Jesus so often
repeated: "Woe unto you scribes and pharisees, hypocrites".

Abuse by a Master is one of His greatest blessings
to others, for by so doing He is attracting the deepest
sanskaras from him whom He reviles, to Himself for their
removal. Those present with Baba on 27th Februaiy 1929
at Dongergan near Ahmednagar, will remember their sur
prise when Baba suddenly commenced to abuse five of His
absent disciples, for no apparent reason. Again and again
He said: "Do they mean to die?" Unknown to the others,
those disciples were in grave physical peril; in a moment of
foolhardy bravado, they had climbed a hill 1,090 feet high
by its most dangerous approach, and were then attempting
its descent by the same route, which is much more dangerous
than the ascent. After a short distance, they realized they
could neither turn back, nor remain still, and in this time
of extreme peril, they called on Baba for help, as never
before, while continuing the descent, eventually arriving
without the slightest harm. It was only on their return,
that those who had been with the Master, learned of their
peril and realized why Baba had so acted, removing the
dangerous sanskaras and thus protecting them.

Baba has also explained the' significance of the use of
violence' by a Master, in removing the deep-seated sans
karas which need that special fonri of ener^ to be manifest
ed outwardly by Him: The drastic cleansing of the temu^
of its money-changers and m,erchants by Jesus, with the
whips of small cords, is thus explained: Perhaps it extend
ed beyond those who were there in person to the whole
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history o£ the place, around which clustered the Jewish
Mosaic tradition and its connection with ancient Egypt; the
Master's anger must not be confused with the ordinary
emotions of people whose feelings are out of control and
subject to disturbances in their minds, and Jesus' words
to Peter, "Get thee behind Me Satan," have this inner aspect.

Shri Meher Baba has also been known to use violence.
When He first told the Brahmin boys of His school to sit
with the untouchable boys, they did not hesitate, but some of
His adult Brahmin followers who were present, could not
restrain their emotion, and one in particular was deeply
moved. Baba, with fire in His eyes, reproved them sternly,
and giving His body a slight blow, added: "I have put on
this body with a view to destroying the whole fabric of the

destroy it I will, despite the opposition of
the bigoted Brahmins. The caste system is as absurd as it
IS tyrannous. It has nothing to do with religion in the true
sense of the word."

Every word and act of the Master has its significance,
and in striking His own body, it may perhaps be seen that
through its sufTerings, the emancipation of the people will
be secured.

Baba has explained that a Master's visits to certain
centres, have significance in His inner work. Jesus by His
presence in the temple, would link His own work with those
w 0 preceded Him, something far more potent than the
na lonal aspirations that centre round Solomon's Temple,
s rnystic md occult symbols picture the stages of man's

which the Master lives before humanity
1  en the symbol, useful in its own perspective, ceases to

Master is in each heart. One with the
nite L,ife in all, and He brings that experience in the

egr^ best suited to the capacity of each.
aba has explained that a Master transmits by His

spo en word, the greatest spiritual power. Thus the words
temple, when He cleared away the traders

I'TTint^r ^ angers, have deeper significance than theyu_war ̂ y In identifying Himself with the Father
when saying; My House shall be called of all nations the

se o prayer., He utilized the intense aspirations of
le Jews for long generations, as a power-house of spiritual
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■energy released by His Divine Love, to serve as a focus for
all humanity to realize the One God and Father of All. It
is true, the temple was destroyed by the Romans soon after,
but the real Temple of the Spirit, in which God may be
experienced completely, is the human fonn, as Baba has
explained in connection with the evolution of form from the
stone to its "highest manifestation in man.

Jesus was forever pointing the people to the Kingdcmi
■of Heaven within the heart, the abode of the spirit that the
temple of Solomon symbolises. The new wine of the spirit
that He brings cannot be confined in outworn creeds and
rituals and ideas which have had their day.

It must have been a time when spirituality was at a
very low ebb, for a i*uler of the Jews to be as ignorant as
Hicodemus was, of the Spiritual re-birth which Jesus ex-
•plained to Him through the simile of the wind of which
none could tell its source or see its course. With the outcast
too. He was as patient; seated with the woman at Spnana
at the well, athirst and weary from His journe}^ He listened
to her own limited ideas of religion, which she had learned
since childhood, forgetting His own physical need for the
water while giving her of the water of Life, and at l^t re
vealing to her that He was the Messiah of her own hopes.
No wonder that she could be the vehicle of His ^ace for
her townsfolk accepted Him from her witness. To bot
her and the returning disciples, am^ed at seeing them
together. He pointed the way from their national prejudges,
to the brotherhood of the human race in love of Cjod
and man.

Jasus AND THB Economic and Social Life
*

The economic and social aspect of life in Palestine
very closely interwoven and the needs of the people, both
material and spiritual, were ever His concern. Baba has
•explained to us that when He distributes food and clothing to
the poor. He is at the same time dealing interiorly with the
economic question of the lives of those who need access to
the fruits of nature which are essential to material well-
being. This same aspect of Jesus' work throws ^ flood of light
upon His inner activities for future generations, and tnan-
kind. We observe the course of evolution in ideas, scientific
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discoveries and changes in the institutions of the people,
but are in complete ignorance of the work of the Master
in the inner planes wherein are sown the seeds of such
developments during His life on earth. Jesus was found
also at the feasts to which the crowds flocked, at a village
wedding, and as guest of the Pharisee as well as at Bethany
at the house of Mary and Martha, and from His parables
and other utterances it is clear that He had a practical
knowledge of the people's occupations.

Jesus and Poeitics
The political organization in the life of the nation under

the Romans involved the payment of tribute, through which
the opponents of the Master endeavoured to trap Him by
the question: "Is it lawful to give tribute to Csesar or no ?"

fa perhaps detect a subtle humour in Jesus' method
u- with this in His request to see the tribute money,which they brought and His own question to them: "Whose

IS this image and superscription ?" Their answer: "Caesar's",
enabled His final words to carry its full force: "Render
tu to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to Godthe things that are God's". It must also be remembered
that such simple actions as bringing the piece of money,

concentrating on the Master's question and awaiting
further questions give opportunities fore Master's internal work. The Master will take infinite

to with an apparently simple situation, in ordernve home a special lesson, outwardly, as well as use the
occasion for His inner work.
A tu • • ministry, Jesus contacted the Romanuthonties in the person of the Centurion, whose faith
Receded all He had found in Israel, and it was another
entunon who witnessed to His divine nature, when on the
ross. Before the Roman Governor, Pilate, Jesus also

appeared, and as His time was come, before which His
enemies had been powerless. He was handed over to the
p les s to judge; although Pilate declared Him guiltless, as
re would have been compromised had he refused the plea
^, ic priests, and in spite of his wife's dream and messageat Jie should have nothing to do with that just man,""
he washed his hands of all responsibility in the matter.
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Baba has pointed out that instead of invoking the aid
of His superhuman powers, Jesus met the indignities heap
ed upon Him and a cruel death, with Love; that Love has
survived the Empire of that day and effected the iipliftment
of htimanity that the unifying but external sway of the
Roman was a preparation for.

So little is known of the preparatory work of Jesus
before His manifestation, that it is hardly possible to com
pare it with Shri Mehe.r Baba's work, which we are to-day
witnessing. He also contacts the various aspects of
the world's activities, economic, social and religious,
although His work is not directly connected with them.
In His travels. His presence, often coincides with important
public events, quite independently of His outer plans, and
the proximity of a Perfect Master and His inner work,
which never ceases, affects the spiritual outcome of happen
ings on the material plane, as the Life of Jesus undoubtedly
did- Baba's visits to the throbbing centres of material life
in the capitals of Europe, in New York, and His interest
in the film world with visits to Hollywood, as well as centres
of spirituality in the West and East, which would be events
of ordinary nature for other people, are vehicles for His own
special work, which require His physical presence to be
effective. The concluding portipn of His world message,
already quoted from, shows the ultimate issue, and a
reminder of the culmination in the work of Jesus, to which
He continually referred His own disciples and those who
opposed Him. Baba says: "In the near future, a grfat
universal divine drama will be enacted, the theme of which
will be pure love, selfless service. I will play the leading
role in this world-awakening drama."

The physical crucifixion of the Master, is an aspect of
His continuous spiritual agonj'-, for through His Universal
Consciousness, He is experiencing the travail of the world
in its separation from the Divine Love, while having the
bliss of Union with the Divine, undisturbed—-both mfinite
suffering and infinite joy. The agony of Jesus in the Garden
of Gethsemane, which His physical body showed so un
mistakably, is an instance of the Master's Love transmuting
the sanskaras of the world. It must be obvious, that the
Master is using His spiritual powers for His work for
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humanity, although His outer Life is also so inspiring and
transcendent.

The Gospel story of the temptation of Jesus, and the
account of His transfiguration on the Mount, indicate as
pects of His work on the inner planes. The mystical aspect
of the "wilderness" where the temptation occurred, is a state
of inner consciousness, where egotism and self-aggrandise
ment are paramount. The devil is represented as tempting
the Master to make bread out of stones which is a mistake
of power on the subtle plane, that can be acquired without
spiritual development. He also showed the Master, "all the
kingdoms of the world is a moment of time", over which
power can be exercised by those who have entered the con
sciousness of the mental "world" by the direct exercise of
■"mind" faculties independent of the physical and subtle
senses, and to function thus is not necessarily a sign of
spiritual development. In Baba's serial on the successive
planes of consciousness which the pilgrim passes from the
mundane to the superconscious which is the goal. He places
the faculty of seeing throughout space at one and the same
moment, as an attribute of the fifth plane of cosmic conscious
ness, which is the first of the mental planes. Thus the
temptation to which Jesus submitted, is in the form of a
parable of the perils of spiritual pride, which are a terrible
pitfall to those in whom egotism is allowed to sway the
unfolding vistas of the heaven "worlds" in the inner spheres,
Avhich seeks not only material power, but domination
over the emotional and mind natures without the inter
vention of physical means. It was part of the work of the
Master to deal with this sphere of the lower consciousness,
and so He submitted Himself to its conditions, as He did
afterwards on the physical plane to the same forces in
material manifestation. Thus He accomplished His work
on the inner spheres first and then completed it on the
physiral. Baba has said that perfect work is only accomplish
ed when it is carried through on all planes with complete
consciousness of the whole, and to the Master the whole, is
God, to whom all else is a passing and ever changing illusion.

Mystics also understand the Mount of transfiguration
as a high state of consciousness, in which the Master is
fully conscious, whereas Peter, James and John were dazed.
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.-and finally swooned. Their meeting with Moses and Elias
linked the new and the: old dispensations, on the inner planes,
whereby the Master created an inner harmony in that sphere,
and had access to those centres of energy which the ancient
Jewish religious worship undoubtedly embodied. Its rela
tionship with Egypt, is but one indication of its connection
with earlier aspects of humanity's approach to the Divine.

It is possible that the apparent contradiction in the
words of the Christ, after the Last Supper and before His
■Crucifixion, and while He was on the Cross, when on each
occasion He said, "nly work is finished", is explained by the
fact that when Judas went out to take his final step to
Tetray, the Master had fully accomplished His work on
the inner planes, whereas on the Cross, He finished His
•outer work.

Despite the treatment of the Master by the Jews, there
■was a widespread longing for their Messiah in the minds
and hearts of all, and this atmosphere of expectancy pervades
-the whole world to-day. Of India, it was written over 20
jyears ago:—

"All the thousands of peasants' huts that I visited, were
not huts, but Shrines of God.

Every home had its worship and even-song.
Each man believed beyond argument, that His soul

was immortal.
And one and all held that the New Avatar of the

Kingdom of Righteousness was impending."
Baba has explained that the Master gathers around

Him a circle of close disciples, through whom He works for
•others as well as for their own spiritual advancement, and
that their training by Himself is very important. During
the early stages, Jesus encouraged them by the miracle of
the miraculous draft of fishes. The disciples had toiled all
night without success, and Jesus came to them and_ com
manded them to let their nets down on the other side of
their boat, and they were so laden that another boat was
needed to deal with the haul. The inner work of the
Master, proceeding simultaneously, affected Peter and he
"became very conscious of his own shortcomings and un
worthy to be in His Presence. There is an aspect of humour
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in the situation, as one would expect Peter to have with
drawn, hut he besought the Master to leave Him, so con--
fused was he, but that also was eloquent of his distress.

When Baba was passing through London on an early
visit, being swiftly driven in a car. He suddenly gazed up>
at a tall building, leaning forward to do so, and His com
panions asked what He was looking at so intently. He
merely continued looking, when one of them remembered^
and said, "We used to live up their," an event so unimportant
to them as to be hardly worth mentioning, for they did
not know Him then. "That is why I was looking," He-
replied, thus showing that He was familiar with even minor
happenings in their lives, and so awakening in them the
realization of His inner connection with them, at the very
outset of their meeting Him. Limitations of time and space
do not affect the Master; once when in Persia, Baba ap-
^ared in Bombay and saved the life of a dying child; on
His recent journey to Jubbulpore, He was recognized by
a well-known holy man, who had seen Him when on pil
grimage to Hardwar, crossing a bridge, although Baba was-
thousands of miles away physically. He explained to His
msciples, who were present, that though He was with them
then, He was also in many other places at the same time.
,  Vivekananda has explained how a Master works-
rough happenings, and this may be seen in the sequence

o e-vents in the Gospel story, and also by those who are
c osely associated with Baba. After spending an hour with-
Wim at the house of some Indian followers in London, we
ook a short journey with Him on the Underground Rail
way costing a penny fare, but that everyday occurrence be
came a means of receiving a piowerful demonstration of a vital
principle in discipleship, all the more vivid and lasting be-
cause connected with an actual event. This intimate and
inhmte wisdom of a Master pervades all His words and
actions and in St. John's gospel. Chapters 13-17 is disclosed
e inner relationship between the close circle of disciples

Aose tense days at the end of His life with
ft, e final test for which He had been preparingem, when all seemed lost, they could remember how close
ey were to Him even in those far distant early days when

they hrst heard His voice and left all to follow Him. The
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excited crowds, drawn by His miracles and Love, which
thev remembered as if yesterday, and then the time apart in
the'Mount with Him, when they heard of the inner Kingdom
within the heart, wherein justice reigns and love arises to
comfort the mourner and satisfy those who hunger and thirst
after righteousness, ruled by the poor in spirit, and bringing
happiness out of suffering home of Him. All their stnvings
for pre-eminence in His Kingdom' had gone, and th^y
membered the little child through whom He showed th^
the essential quality of humility in discipleship. How diffi
cult had been that lesson amidst the crowds that flocked to
Him again and again, and the miracle of the healing of the
absent servant of the Centurion, the leper, and Peter's wife s
mother, coming together, had made them feel that the day
of outer triumph was surely come.

During one of Baba's visits to Persia, He healed the
absent son of a distressed hotel servant, found by one of
His followers and brought to Him for help. Baba listened
to the man's story of the boy at death's door, and telling
him not to worry, handed him a cardamom to give to him,
saving, "Give this to your son and make him eat it_ and he
will be alright". The father dashed home, his joy un
bounded, and the boy, on taking the cardamom, "seemed
snatched from the jaws of death" the narrator continues,
and much to the surprise of his relatives, was quite recover
ed and got up from his bed. The crowds that came to Baba
after this, and other events at the houses to which He was
invited, are reminders of the scenes witnessed by the dis
ciples in Palestine, though for Baha's own disciples, the
journey was full of dififlculties and tests of endurance.

An unexpected test of faith came to those who were
fishermen and had faced the sudden tempests on the Sea
of Galilee all their lives. Jesus was asleep in the boat
with them, and they awoke Him in terror at the stomi, which
He rebuked and brought calm to them and the elements, also
rebuking their lack of faith, hut with no word for disturbing
His rest. . .

It may be that the disciples rendered more sensitive by
being with Him, were actually feeling the effect of His work
on the inner planes, for Baba has explained that the Master's;
work does not cease when He lays aside His physical bodyi.
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The effect of this on their minds and in Nature without,
and His subsequent calming of both, would be the means
«f His manifesting on the outer planes what He was
accomplishing on the inner, first, for the benefit of humanity,
thus completing the work through their presence with Him
in the boat.

After landing, they witnessed His power over mental
■storm, in the healing of two maniacs, who terrorised the
■countryside. These recognized the Master and testified to
His IDivine Nature before leaving those whom they obsessed,
at His word. Perhaps the people in that district needed
■some special awakening, but they were to have a shock,
when they saw the distant herd of swine dashing to its
■death, and though they were delivered from the fear of the
maniacs, who were now harmless, they besought Jesus to
leave them. He had allowed the obsessing influences to
enter the swine, with which they must have had some affi-
■nity, and thus the Master used their karma to emphasise
■some aspects of His work that is not disclosed.

Baba's methods and work for the God-mad are signi-
ficarit for themselves as well as the world which needs to
regarn its poise and harmony through the powers available
for humanity, but so little appreciated in their use. In this
great work. His mandali have been tested, seeking out and
wringing them to Him under baffling conditions and attend-

^®J^heir needs. In England too, we have seen His work
•j®'" ^'^hers mentally afflicted, brought into touch with Him
^  fPiough not always to His physical presence.Phe succession of events in the lives of the disciples

''^'^luding His healing the., man with the palsy, and
+1 of the scribes who doubted the status oftne Master to forgive his sins, was followed by their greatest
test up to that time, when He sent them away to strange
■cities, to tell others His message. Giving them detailed in
structions for the journey He reminded them that they
wh'h tn amongst wolves, but He would be everiTo^ tb. had already given up all, for Him, and
linrfb denied His physical presence. Travel-g thus, with no thought for the morrow, they realised His
presence in all hearts, so that every home they entered be-rcame their own, with the Master enshrined, and they thu^
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received more than the hundredfold reward He had promised
those who gave up their homes and kindred for His sal^,
and the gospels! This was the foretaste of realizing the
Kingdom of Heaven, uninterruptedly, which He reminded
them on their return, was a more valuable possession spir
ituality, than the power over the devils they had cast out
through His Grace.

Their return to His side with the beloved accustomed
dail}^ contact, was no sooner accomplished, than there came
the terrible news of John Baptist's death in prison, to remind
them of their Master's impending sufferings and the per
secution of His followers. But Jesus went on with His work,
undisturbed, for "The Master is not concerned with death,
as He knows that men do not cease to exist when they die".
With His disciples and the multitude that followed Him, He
went into the desert and all were hungry. Thinking, perhaps
of His rest, they wanted Him to have the people sent to the
villages to buy their food, but Jesus countered their plan
by saying, "Give ye them to eat," knowing full well they
had hardly enough for themselves. It was no small task to
arrange the people in 100 companies of 50, expecting a
good meal, when all were so tired and there was nothing
there for them. But the Master blessed what they had, and
it was sufficient for all needs, physical and spiritual, as they
distributed His gifts to the expectant crowds.

Jesus Himself dispersed them to their homes, tenderly
taking leave of His guests as the little families or lonely men
and women departed, for He had sent the disciples away, their
work being done. Many may have turned to gaze at His
lonely figure against the night sky, filled with the awe and
wonder that the Master's loving service inspires, until He
became lost to view, and they were left with the memory of
that never to be forgotten time.

From the mountain heights, the Master saw the peril
■of His disciples on the distant lake in the storm, and came
to their aid, walking on the waters, ever at their side to
meet their needs. His own life in them', and they in Him.

There are those in England and other parts of Europe

* November 1938 issue of the Journal, Meher Baba's article on
"Avatar".
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and the West, who have experienced Baba's presence and
His power to calm their storm tossed hearts, as vividly as
did those early followers of Jesus. Some of His Indian
disciples were also faced with the problem of food for
guests they had not anticipated, who had arrived in such
large numbers that their supplies could not cope with, and
they went to Baba in consternation, but He just told them
to continue their preparations and not to worry, and all
would be well. And so it was; everyone ate heartily and
was satisfied, and those who before had been so concerned,
saw Aat Baba had met their need in His own way.
.. Such events bring back the outstanding events in the
fife of Jesus with an intensity that His disciples experienced
at the time. An insuperable difficulty, the sudden act of
f ri-" out the Master's word, and the realizationo  lis Grace within and without, are events without a

parallel.

.1 ®3^bas biilhday celebrations at Nasik in 1937, amidst
a  gathered in thousands to receive His Grace
wb'i^u sod passed before Him all daylie He took the dust from their feet to His own forehead,
^^^^snother instance to remind those present in the East
tb^ f • fifiie, of the life of Jesus. In the evening, after
I'n^ ̂ ^'Soe and strain of dealing with such a mass of people,
limk 1 the Master sees His Self as well as their own
Ind'" ̂  white clad figure could be seen under the"ight sky, passing silently down the garden, ever

readv f1° waiting soul by His side, as He had al
and B multitude. It was a superhuman work
taking- fasting for weeks beforehand. Whilep. (.1 ̂  ̂  dust from their feet He took also their sanskaras

T ^^'want of all, as well as Master of all.

ciples'^f"\ servant, when washing His dis-
tbnt fU ̂  ^t the baptism, the disciple John recognized
bic: ^ position should have been reversed, but performed
tbiic b- *■ Master's word, "Suffer it to be so now, forecometh us to fulfil all righteousness".
whose |ift™S W°fu^^ humblest, Jesus saw the poor widow,
notirerl K„t f "^^e, would have been un-
of tbp r; u amidst the grand ostentatious offerings^  ̂"d there is the parallel of Baba with a poor
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'widow in London, one of 70 persons whom we brought to
Him at our office during a short afternoon. As she enter-
ted the room wonderingly, for she had only just heard of
Him, Baba wrote on His board, "What a wonderful soul",
.and well we who knew her long life of selfless service, and
'how during the crisis in the life of her mistress, she had
given all of her life's savings, could have endorsed His words.
'She just gazed at His face, silently, and left with His bless
ing, but three years after. He sent her this message from
India: "Think of Me more. Cheer others. I know how

• she feels and will help her always onwards." Often one
of Baba's people would go to her lonely tenement dwelling
in the poorest part of London, and speak of that visit, and
'her awakening through the Master was the crown of a life
-of pious unwavering selflessness.

Another instance in which Baba's work recalls the
effect of Jesus upon the social outcast brought to Him. whose
dove transformed her life, whereas the Law would enforce
stoning for her but not her partner in misfortune, occurred
in the North of India, during a great religious festival.
Two women, whose manner of living was well known, seeing
-the Master, were drawn to follow Him, and turning to them
He invited them to enter the house where He was staying.
'Weeping, they soon declared they could never again return
- to their old life, and with His Grace, they went out again
into the world to face life afresh. Baba has said, "When
one is meant for spiritual advancement, one has either love
or lust to the extreme. This lust must be converted into
"love. What is lust but a craving for the physical senses,
and love is the craving of the soul."

Seeing that the perils on the Path are so insidious,
especially as the pilgrim advances through the inner planes
which the temptation of Jesus deals with, the Masters
always emphasise the importance of obedience to their in
structions during the training of those whom they accept
for advancement in spirituality. In that perspective, Baba has
said that obedience is of more importance than devotion—a
hard proposition for the Western or modern mind that has had
to battle for freedom from superstition and outworn creeds.
Jesus said, "Not everyone that sayeth untb Me, Lord, Lord,
shall enter the Kingdom, but He that doeth the Will of My
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Martha, the sister of Lazarus, questioned,
the Master s command to roll away the stone from her"
brother s grave, drawing from Him the rebuke that He had
she should see the glory of God, if she would believe. Her"
earnest affirmation which the evangelist records, preceded.
their a^ival at the sepulchre, when she had acclaimed Jesus-

AT sincere as it was, at the time, needed-
Grace to transform her mental attitude inta-

unshakable loyalty and obedience, which she anticipated, after"
the body of her brother had been in the grave for three days.

There are indications in the Gospel story of some of the
®"''P"ses the Spiritual Master has in store for those who-
would join in His company. Jesus said to His disciples: "Our"
nend Lazarus sleepeth but I go that I may awake him out
0 sleep , it^ediately afterwards He added as they did not
un erstand Lazarus is dead", a puzzling combination which.
e evangelist endeavours to explain. Sometimes He askedl
ern questions, though He knew that in their hearts and
mas, ma way that must remind readers of the Jataka

tu Tj of how the Enlightened One, perceiving_  at He could use the discussion of His disciples for their
mstruction, would suddenly enter their room, and ask what
ey were talking about. Baba has explained that while a.
aster is asking the question. He is dealing with the latent
mw arcw or tendencies in their minds through His subtle
or mg, which might otherwise retard progress.
I  critics have objected to alterations in a Master's

g  3- sign of indecision or weakness, but Baba has
work on the physical plane serves as

1  ̂ oldmg to a building, for the Spiritual Master's work
planes, and when completed there, the outerca old is removed as urmecessary. He may administer"

•  shock to awaken the mind of one whose rigid mentalityis an obstacle to further progress. Interpolated in the Gospels
are passages which some critics have recognised by compar-
ing our version with the earliest MSS. Jesus had sent His
iscip es to the feast at Jerusalem and said, "I go not up to

■  afterwards He went up another way. This ■e earliest vqrsion from which contemporary critics
argued against Him. In our present text the word "now""
appears after "not", which removes the objection raised by
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those opponents. Even if their version were correct and
Jesus had acted as indicated, it was for His o\ P, ̂  t
He was expected by the people and some , works

Him a^a/n Bate explains for .
in the world, by the simile of a child, f ̂ here it
sweetmeat, and 'becoming wedged in the „„a>nSthiT-
iras concealed. The Sadgiiru, who is free and
ed, uses a sweetmeat {Maya) also, but in sucn
attract the child's attention to the dairity mo child's
continue his struggles, through which He eff
release. „ rvf the woman

Jesus used the Pharisees' condemnation oi TnJtb-
taken in adultery, to confute them. ""Let w
out sin amongst you, cast the first stone." A^^er th y
gone out one by one, it was through her own rep)
next question that she won her acquittal:

"Where are now thine accusers? Hath no
d^ned thee?" And she said; , i
No man. h,OTd", -words. WEtered from a heart tnat ai
xeadj r<!as. r eo dre oS. hiOve
thai teeds. the sovd at mars, trv the

I  gave her the seal of forgiveness;
"Neither do I condemn thee, go and sin no more,

i  In this case Jesus had paused, to write someth S
I  the ground in the dust. Sometimes^ He used sorn

material expression for His inner spiritual wor , ̂ .^.
case of the man bom blind, when He '"t^Tncfanre of
spittle, for the eyes. It is interesting m tiia
healing, to observe how the mental perception <. '
when healed, was awakened, and he was able o tUpiV
learned upholders of religion, and refute them
own arguments against the Master, clearly tliroug
spiration of His power. When they had cast hirn ou _ e
synagogue, Jesus found him again and revealed is own
dhine nature to him, so that the man's spiritual healing was
attained, and he believed in the Master.

Of those who oppose or speak ill of Him, Baba said:
"They should not be hated. As I oft say, they tw are uncon-
sciously serving my cause. Just as you (His disciples standing
by) are keeping connection with Me, so they too oft think of
Me" .... 'The hypocrisy of the Pharisees, whose sin, called
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for the severest rebukes of Jesus, which He said consisted
not in being blind, but while blind, saying "I see". On the
Cross, when they had in ignorance of the full import of
what they had done in providing the opposition essential
to the deepest manifestation of Divine Love, Christ
prayed, "Father, forgive them for they know not what they
do." Jesus had commanded all to love their enemies, and
the essence of His life, and His teaching to His disciples,
the masses and the rulers, is the same, varied according to
their capacity in the variety of His ways of the presentation
of the same fact. ^

To an enquirer in Zurich, Baba said, "Jesus taught what
religion is to find God within through Love and
that is the message of the Master' to this age and the mean
ing of His Life."

V'n.

:: ■ I;

J



PARALLELS BETWEEN THE

TEACHINGS OF LORD BUDDHA AND
MEHER BABA

By Dr. C. D. DESHMUKH, M.A.. Ph.D.

IT is one of the most tragic ironies of • historj- that
Buddhism should have been all but extirpated from the

land where it first came into existence. It is needless for
us to go into the various causes of the decay of Buddhism
in India. But we may be sure that the causes of the decay

Buddhism were mostly connected with the vast and
complicated superstructure of Buddhistic society and the
network of beliefs which came to be built up during the
centuries that followed the original Teachings of Lord
Buddha. Every religion tends to become corrupt and gets
nixed «/' a heap of irrelevant and inessential details

time rolls on until at last the followers lose their gripn-® original vision of its founder.
The truth contained in the original Teachings of Lord

Hdha is eternal and therefore incapable of being shaken
u" the stonhs which the course of time brings in its train.
T  -ill be my endeavour to disentangle the tr\uth in Buddhism
f ^ the various inessentials with which it got mixed up

centuries that followed, and to draw parallelsdurmg^ Teaching of Lord Buddha and the new dispen-
hetwee Truth which we are having through the Teach-

Shri Meher Baba.mg or possible for us to appreciate the full signifi-
nf the Teachings of Lord Buddha except in the
f the woirderful life which he led. Those critics of

u  lamcm who describe it as the philosophy of those who
f iled in this life will do well to remember that Lord

Bmfdha came frorri a royal family and was in his youth
nded by every pleasure which this world can give.

Hrhad around him all the power and prestige, wealth and
fame comforts and luxuries, which a prince could com
mand ■ and he was very happily married to Yashodhara
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who was one of the finest flowers of humanity. In his.
palace he was all the time surrounded by music and dance.
But one day wben he was going to his pleasure garden,,
in his chariot, for the first time in his life, he came into-
contact with the sufferings of this life. He saw an old
man crippled with age. He was on the way to death and
the sight of this person was enough to set him thinking"
about the sufferings of life. Again on another occasion, he
saw a sick man who was coursing his way to death with
slow but sure steps. And on the third occasion he actually
saw a dead body, which was being carried for funeral on
a bier. These sights of sufferings impressed upon himi
veiy strongly two stem tmtlis about life: (1) Sarvam

everything is transitory, and (2) sarvam
dnkkham eveiywhere there is suffering". He therefore set
his mind to the discovery of the cause of suffering and to-
the seaich after the real meantng of life. It became now
impossible for him to lull his mind into stupor by drown
ing It m the delights of his palace and one day (in his 29th
year) he quietly renounced his abode of pleasure at mid
night in order to go out in the world in search of"
understanding.

.  , lea"ving his home he made many experiments-with life in order to have the final solution of the nroblems
of life. He tried all the existing systems, not eSdW
extreme asceticism. But he found all these methods futile
Then he turned back upon his own inner resources and
spent years in the earnest search for the Truth Before
attaining understanding he had to conquer all the tempta
tions of Mara (who symbolises the forces of darkness)
who opposed him with his three sons (1) Confusion (2^
Gaiety and (3) Pride and his three daughters fll Lust
(2) Delight and (3) Thirst. But he resolutely freed his-
mind from the influence of Mara and ultimatelv attained
in his highest state of meditation. Enlightenment. '

Enlightenment attained, he came back to the world and
began to turn the wheel of Dharma (Law). And the-
years of his ministry are one of the most marvellous periods,
which the world's history has seen. It is said of Napoleon
that wherever he went cro"wns and thrones came crashing
down. The same was the case with Lord Buddha.
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"Wherever he went to announce his Noble Teaching, not
only the vast multitude of common people but even kings
and princes, as well as, the most learned people came to
"his feet in order to receive the dispensation of the Truth. '

Before we can fully appreciate the significance of the
Teachings of Lord Buddha it is necessary for us to under
stand the atmosphere which was prevalent in his time. The
intellectual atmosphere of his time, as in our own, was full
■of barren Metaphysical quibbles. The Great Pandits of his
•dav were pre-occupied with fruitless wranglings and hair-
snhtting debates about things that did not matter, for that

s the legacy which corrupt Brahmanism had left for his
q'lie Pandits of his day were more concerned with

interpretation of the sacred scriptures than zoith the
larch after the Truth. For them the most vital question

^ as not life but the interpretation of the Shastras. It wastherefore no wonder that a multitude of Schools of Philosophy
ame into existence in order to afford for these Pandits^  Qjtunities to display their extensive learning and intel-

1* tual skill. These schools .always identified themselves
-th a set of unrelated and unimportant beliefs and dogmas.

T' 1 they tried to secure following not so much by any1  to their intrinsic claims for our acceptance, as by
upon strings of quotations from the Shastras. And

result of the conflict of the diverse traditional systems
\ilosophy the spirit of general scepticism was in the air.P A g our own time, the social atmosphere which was

lent at the time of I/Ord Buddha was also full of
^^^fusion. The Hindu society was, as it is to-day, dividednumberless castes and creeds. And religion was mostly

observing certain prescribed ceremonials and
^ 5'^v.mine- superstitious rituals with the hope of gaining
^^ 1 reward in the life after death. One of the most

d rituals was the practice of sacrificing animals in
ous functions. And the mind of the age had been

'^lUcH deadened by the weight of age-long traditions that
"le had become incapable of realising the appalling

criielty and stupidity involved in such religious practices.
It was in, such an intellectual and social atmosphere

that Lord Buddha made his appearance in the world, and
he became a great and an unsurpassed refonner in both
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fields. He vehemently denounced the existing caste-system
and showed to the people how the distinctions based upon
birth alone are not only ridiculous but pernicious. He
equally vehemently denounced distinctions based upon race
and the pride which was usually associated with it. When
after his enlightenmlent he came back to the city of his
father in the garb of a Monk, with a begging bowl in
his hand, his father reminded him that he belonged to the
Solar race in order to put him to shame. But his answer
was that he refused to take any pride in his race or
extraction because he now belonged to the race of the
Buddhas. Nor did he recognise any superiority of one sex
over tlie other. ̂ The traditional Hinduism did not recog-
nise any salvation for women and as a rule, convention
pi evented from reading the scriptures or taking to
renunciation The privileges of becoming a Sanyasin was
reserved only for men. As against this unfair discrimina-
tion Lord Buddha stood for the emancipation of women
and threw Jus Order open to them. He fully recognised
their right to attain the highest spiritual value

Like Lord Buddha, Shri Meher Baba "is a great
reformer who throws an uncompromising challenge to the
entire existing social order. And on the whole, he takes
a similar attitude with regard to the intellectual tendencies
of our age. He is never tired of proclaiming the futility
of barren metaphysical discussions divorced from life and
experience. He throws the whole weight of his magnetic
personality against the tendency to separate Philosophy from

of life vital issues
Lord Buddha's pneral attitude to barren Metaphysical

problems may be illustrated by his attitude to the prob-
lems of (0 the existence of God and (ii) the existence of
the indw dual sold. He is said to have refused to answe^
the question, Does God exist or not?' Even when he was
repeatedly asked that question, he scrupulously maintained
inviolable silence on that point, because for the Pandits of
his age God was merely an idea to play with. They had
encountered upon some descriptions of God in their exten
sive study and they had turned these descriptions into tools
for carrying on their unending controversies. God was for
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them not a living reality, but merely a possible hypo
thesis. And although they played with the idea they did
not have any genuine desire for knowing him. It is true
that the Upanishads had declared that God was unapproach
able through the intellect alone. In spite of these declara
tions these Pandits wanted to prove or disprove the
existence of God merely through intellectual debates.
Whenever, therefore. Lord Buddha was invited to give his
opinion ahont God he emphatically said that the belief or
disbelief in the existence of God is of very little importance
so long as the everyday life of man remains unchanged.

The mind of our age is similarly caught up in the
cravinq for intellectual gymnastics from which it has to be
emancipated before it can be pursuaded to seek the Truth,
^hri Meher Baba once asked one of his Mandali the ques-
?  "Where is God?" And when he said that "One should
fir^t form a conception of God and then reply", he gave the
f llowing discourse: "All these talks are cut and dr}'.
p idits babble it everywhere, for years, without finding

clue, till they die babbling. The orthodox section of
communities listen to these innumerable dissertations

u  religious students and scriptural scholars, and forms
arious pet beliefs about God and His existence somewhere
y the skies or in the best things, and not in others, and
Sings to these erroneous ideas tenaciously without the least
''ffort at enlightenment or to go beyond the four walls.
TheV refuse even to talk or listen to the fact of having

tual experience, and consider it blasphemy even to think
it is only these talks and philosophies that appeal

them, and they are quite satisfied with these. That is
^Siv I say it is all philosophy and of no use without expe-
•  » One must try not only to learn and know, but to
rTand experience."!

With regard to the existence of the individual soul
T  rd Buddha took a definite attitude. He emphatically
declared that the soul as an entity does not exist. By
common acceptance the tenn 'soul' had come to signify
the Ego or the self-conscious individual entity. And he
denied the existence of any such entity which would justify

1 Meher Baba Journal, Vol. I, No. 11, p. 64-65.
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belief in a separate and isolated consciousness. For him, the
Ego is only a convenient way of referring to a bundle of
memories or Sankharas (Sanskaras). Shri Meher Baba
also exhibits this true nature of the Ego when he, in one
of his messages, says that it is "Composed of jidfilled and
unfulfilled desires." Egoism expresses itself in various self-
centred cravings and the collection of these cravings is
for the sake of convenience referred to as the ego. But
the ego is not any permanent entity, because consciousness
can be free from egoism or the idea of a separate "I". In
short, according to him, the "I"-consciousness is born of
ignorance and is completely annihilated with the attainment
of understanding.

In so far as the very reality of the separate soul was
denied by Lord Buddha the question about its continuation
after death naturally became comparatively unimportant.
He, therefore, strongly discouraged the craving for know
ing something about the nature of the soul, its pre-existence
or survival, as expressed in the following queries: "Have
I verily been in bygone times or have I not been? What
have I been in those bygone times? How have I been in
bygone times? Shall I verily.be in far-off days to
come or shall I not be? What shall I be in those far-off days
to come? Am I now or am I not? And if I am,
what am I and in what way?" According to him, all such
ponderings express craving for existence and no amount
of such ponderings will be really helpful for attaining
Nibbana which is the highest fulfilment of life.'' It is true
that he proclaimed the doctrine of Re-incarnation; but he
denounced uncompromisingly all craving for continued
existence as a sepaiate self. And above everything, he
discouraged idle speculation and invited transformation of
practical life.

Like Lord Buddha, Shri Meher Baba ignores purely
Metaphysical problems and emphasises the need fcrr seeking
the Truth, not through arm-chair philosophies or unending
intellectual debates, but through practical life. And this
intensely practical search for the Truth is the dominant note
of the teaching of Shri Meher Baba.

The essence of Lord Buddha's Teaching is that in order
10 remove suffering from life we must eradicate the cause
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of suffering. And the universal cause of suffering, he
declares, in Jammi Tanha, i.e., wretched craving. And this
truth he declares on the sole authority of Reason. It does
not derive its validity from any superstitious or unintelligible
ouarters. Lord Buddha is a thorough-going Rationalist.
In fact he was accused by his enemies as being nothing more
than a Rationalist. Once Sariputta told the Holy One that
Sunakkhatta, the Licchavi prince was, out of desire to defame
him proclaiming to all that his Teaching was not based on
any'superior insight, "the pith of it all being that if only
a man thinks and ponders enough, he will arrive at the
ending of suffering." To this charge, the answer of the
Enli°-htened One was, "Sariputta, a commendation of the
Accomplished One it is, when any one proclaims that 'the
.  , of the doctrine preached by ascetic Gotama is this, that
^ only a man will think and ponder sufficiently, he will
T  led to the final ending of suffering." We thus see that^ thorough-going Rationalist and did not want to be

idling else-
Meher Baba also repeatedly points out that craving

necessarily the cause of suffering. And this conclusion
I® arrived at by a searching psychological analysis of the

oerience of suffering. He says, "It is your right to be
^aoPV and yet you create your o\vn unhappiness by wanting
things. Wanting is the source of perpetual restlessness.
Tf vou do not get the thing you wanted, you are disappointed. ■
A d if want more and more of it and
^coine unhappy. Say T do not want anything', and be
bapP^^ith j.j^g arising of craving in the human mind there

•  s in it a restlessness, a sense of emptiness, a void;
in itself is a state of suffering. And as a conse-

^  e of the arising of craving there also arise fear,
"Worry, etc., which complicate and intensify the

"^""^'erience of suffering. Further, after the arising of craving
jjgciousness it can only end in one of the following
ways: (i) It might be frustrated, or (ii) it might be

fffifilled Of these two alternatives, frustrated craving
always leads to the experience of suffering. And even the

2 Meher Baba Journal, Vol. I, No. 2, p. 4.
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second alternative of fulfilled craving more often than not
leads to suffering because the object of craving often proves
in attainment much less than what it was in anticipation.
In this case the experience of disappointment in attainment
often leads to the arising of another craving for some other
object and thus to a fresh chain of suffering.

Thus craving leads to another craving ad ittjinifufit and
sustains an unending chain of sufferings unless the chain
is broken at some point by the deliberate eradication of
craving. But most people refrain from taking this step
dictated by reason because their mind is caught up in the
delusion or wrong belief that craving may lead to pleasure
This delusion is sustained by the fact that occasionally the
second alternative of fulfilled craving does lead to a certain
amount of pleasure or a sense of relief and the mind ignores
the fact that the pleasure or relief is only intermittent and

momentary, unstable and insecure, and in
itself it does not bring to a man -any lasting or real satis
faction. But It brings about a pseudo-fulfilment of life and
merely serves as bait for entertaining craving" And tbe
mind is ^luded by these baits because it if" moved by
craving. Thus craving leads to delusion and delusion in its
turn leads to craving. And a man is caught up in this
viaous circle with the result that there is no end to his
suifermg.

The clear perception that craving must in the long run
and on the whole lead to suffering and nothing else, does
not readily arise m deluded minds because when thev have
any experience of suffering they do not attempt to under
stand its real cause which is craving. But instead of
facing the experience of suffering and discovering its root
cause they seek an escape from that suffering bv allowine
Aeir mmds to be caught up in some other fresh craving
The deluded mind decieves itself by the unconscious belief
that if this cr^vmg does not lead to happiness some other
craving will But a person who has begun to understand
experience by submitting it to the critical application of
rc&son ir60S nirnsGlf froni dGlusion 3,n(i clG3,rly sgcs
craving is always the cause of suffering. And having seen
this truth about the cause of suffering he gradually emanci
pates himself from the chains of craving until he attains
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final Peace. This, therefore, is the exhortation of Lord
Buddha: "Lighten, O disciples, this heavy ship. When it
is emptied, then will it bear you easily away. When ye are
free from hates and lusts, then shall ye fare swiftly towards
Nibbana."

There is no security in the world of changing forms
as long as the mind is clinging to them. Only through the
utter ending of craving can one attain Supreme Security.
We have seen that according to both the Seers, the cause
of the suffering of the individual is craving. And they
both declare that we have to look to that very cause in
order to account for social disharmony. It is because
of craving that an individual or group of individuals try°  dominate another individual or group of individuals.
W thus have private and organised exploitation. Then

'n obstructed or, frustrated craving leads to hate and
these in their turn lead to conflicts, wars and

destruction. The ending of craving will, therefore,

aLo put chaos.
The problem of securing social hannony is of course

ore urgent than the problem of ending craving in.; the
ds of the individual. And it cannot be ignored until

^eiy individual attains Nibbana. Lord Buddlia perceived
this and therefore gave to his disciples an uncompromisingnmmandment to renounce hatred under all circumstances.
T nrd Buddha was an uncompromising Pacifist and exposed
1  fallacy of the belief that hatred can be conquered through
1 tred This erroneous belief constitutes the unconscious
u losopby of those modern nations who believe in arma-
^ \s The principal tenet of this philosophy is as

'Tu order to avoid war, be prepared for war."
12 r Lord Buddha clearly saw that preparation for war can

yer be preparation for peace. He declares:—
verena verani sammatidha kadachana

/[•verena cha sammati esha dhammo sanatano."

"Never can hatred be vanquished through hatred, but only
tlrough non-hatred; this is the eternal law." He does not
allow any exception to his comtnandment for renouncing
hate. He even goes further and requires that the disciples
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•shall instead, fill their minds with thoughts of positive love
•even towards those who do harm to therri. ■

We thus find Lord Buddha giving the following injunc
tion' in the Parable of the Saw. "Ye disciples, even if
highway robbers with a two-handed saw should take and
dismember you limb by limb, whoso grew darkened in mind
thereby would not be fulfilling my injunctions. Even then,
• disciples, thus must you school yourselves, 'Unsullied shall
our minds remain, neither shall evil word escape our lips.
Kind and compassionate ever, we will abide loving of heart
nor harbour secret hate. Aiid those robbers will we
permeate with stream of loving thought unfailing; and
forth from them proceeding enfold and permeate the whole
wide world with constant thoughts of loving kindness, ample,
expanding, measureless, free from enmitv, free from all
ill-will.' "

Shri Meher Baba also has clearly brought out the
■tremendous importance of cultivating "unfailing and un
restricted love. He says: "The life of the spirit is an
unceasing manifestation of Divine Love and spiritual under
standing, and both these aspects of Divinity are unrestricted
in their universality and unchallengeable in their inclusive-
ness. If there is lack of happiness or beauty or goodness
in those by whom the Master is surrounded, these verj'-
tilings become for him the opportunity to shower his Divine
Love on them, and to redeem than from the state of mate
rial or spiritual poverty. So his evei-y-day responses to his
worldly environment become expressions of dynamic and
creative divinity which spreads itself and spiritualises
everything in which he puts his mind."'''

Lord Buddha has not given to us much positive and
detailed information about Nihbana. Negatively it is
emancipation front bondage and ignorance. '^But it is not
as it has sometimes been misunderstood to mean, extinction

•or a state of Nothingness. Mere extinction or nothingness
cannot be the final goal of life. It is most definitely a
positive value the realisation of which surpasses all other
attainments. But as it must remain unintelligible to those
who are still in bondage positive descriptions are impossible.

3 Meher Baba Journal, 'Vol. I, No. 10, pp. 7-8.
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It is indescribable but it can be realised by every one for
himself Moreover, Lord Buddha avoided detailed and
oositive description of Nibbana for the very reasons
which made him remain silent on the question about the
pvistence of God. A purely theoretical curiosity on the
subiect does not help anybody on the Path. And what
matters is getting on to the goal not merely whihng away

time in fruitless and unending guessings. We shall.
tnow about it when we get there. The Path has been clearly
1  id down by Reason itself. In the meanwhile it is enough
f r us to have faith that there is a goal where we shall one
/Tv reach. "This principle of Nibbana, O King, with its
f Uness of peace and blessedness IS. And if thou askestr
'What are the signs of Nibbana?' I answer: 'Freedom from
,  er and distress; confidence, peace, quietude, happiness,
^fpssedness, delicacy, purity, spiritual refreshment.'"

From the above account it becomes clear that Ntbbana,
,  icted by Lord Buddha, is not nothing although it isas " .Pj^ 2. thing. It is a positive state of consciousness.

it is not a static condition of consciousness. It isFurtn "spiritual refreshment." It does not become
charac dynamic and creative. Shri Meher Baba brings

Vhis positive aspect of spiritual perfection quite un-
'^^KJo-uously when he says: "When there is a happy and

blending of the Finite and the Infinite, we have
a coll Infinite revealing itself

^  '^ffh the Finite without getting limited thereby; andthroug Finite transcending its sense of limitation in
we u„owiedge of its really being the revelation of the
the
Infinde. of the possibility of Nibbana leaves

m for our regarding Buddhism as a pessimistic
merely because it recognises the existence of suffer-rehgioii essentially an optimistic outlook on life

it declares that there is a way out of this suffering
is the possibility of Nibbana. Nor can its Teach-

^  u criticised on the ground that it does not add to the
^"^^tprNl comforts and luxuries of life. Such a criticism can
be most fittingly answered in the following words of Lord

4 Meher Baba Journal, Vol. I, No. 9, p. 7.
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Buddha: The gift of the Truth exceeds all other gifts
The savour of the Truth excels all other savours. The
delight of the Truth surpasses all other delights. The desire
atter emancipation overmasters every sorrow." Shri Meher
Baba also brings to us the Message of Hope concerning the
nlhnmte destiny of hfe^ he declares, is to enjoy■eternally the Infinite Existence, Knowledge and Bliss".

by G Srinivasa Hal! Superinfe^dtn^^^
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